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“Tsk~~!” 

Ji Feng shook his head, “In that case, then I have nothing more to say, Yu Xuan, let’s go over, Han Zhong 

and the others are all still waiting.” 

Xiao Yuxuan saw that Li Zaimin had been squeezed by Ji Feng and could barely speak, the kind of 

depression in her heart was suddenly swept away and became incomparably comfortable, she smiled 

and nodded, saying, “Mm~! Let’s go.” 

After saying that, Xiao Yuxuan smiled sweetly and went forward to hold Ji Feng’s arm, with an elegant 

and charming smile on her face, she turned her head to Li Zhaimin and said, “Manager Li, as the boss of 

the Tengfei Group, it would be the biggest dereliction of duty for me to leave the guests there 

unattended, now so many visitors from your company are in the meeting room, I have to go and 

entertain them. ” 

“You don’t need to entertain them!” Lee Jae Min said in a deep voice, “I am the top leader of our Four 

Star Group’s inspection team this time, you, as the old boss, only need to entertain me, we two are the 

ones who can talk directly~!” 

“Even if you want to entertain, then you can’t entertain standing here not too far from the restroom, 

right?” Xiao Yuxuan said, “Manager Li, please!” 

Li Zhaemin’s face was a little unattractive. 

He was blocked from saying a word by Ji Feng’s series of questions and was depressed in his heart, so his 

face naturally didn’t look too good, but he still barely managed to maintain his kind of gentle and 

elegant appearance, and as a result, it turned a bit unconventional and made people look awkward. 

Not to mention that even Xiao Yuxuan was now making it clear that he wanted to keep a certain 

distance from him, so Li Zaimin became even more annoyed. 

No matter what, was he, the manager of the Four Star Group in China, still not good enough for the boss 

of a small group in China? 

The same is true in Kerry, even in the whole world, where there is no shortage of small companies. 

But the Four Star Group is a completely different story. 

In Kerry, Four Star Group can be said to be the hero company of Kerry, the boss is known as the national 

hero, even in the world, Four Star Group is the world’s top 500 enterprises, in the electronics industry 

can also be said to be the leading boss, no one can surpass. 

As for the comparison if you take the Chinese companies …… hum! 

The company’s business seems to be very prosperous and the economic development seems to be 

extremely rapid, but in fact, it is not comparable to Kerry’s back then. Moreover, the rapid development 

of China is only relying on the introduction of foreign capital, using the country’s cheap labor to make 

money, and the money earned is also some hard money. 



This is completely different from Kerry’s business which relies on the quality of goods and advanced 

technology to make money. 

It was funny that this Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t recognize the situation, not only did she regard this little 

white face called Ji Feng as more important than anything else, but she even really talked to herself with 

an equal stance. 

–The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

Do you really think that just because the Tengfei Group has developed 3D TV technology, it can call the 

Four Star Group’s bluff? 

Li Zemin believed that in a short time, the Four Star Group would also launch 3D TV sets, and by then, 

the Tengfei Group would not be able to compete with the Four Star Group, because there was no other 

electronic company in the world that could compete with the Four Star Group! 

“Manager Li, please.” Xiao Yuxuan made another please gesture, then took Ji Feng’s arm and walked 

away in style. 

“……” 

Li Zhaemin’s face steeply went gloomy. 

Especially when he saw that, after Xiao Yuxuan finished speaking, she didn’t even look at him anymore 

and left on Ji Feng’s arm, this was simply not putting him in his eyes, simply bullying people too much! 

Too arrogant! 

Li Zaimin was furious! 

If he didn’t care about his own identity and image, Li Zhaimin would have already had a fit, and even 

now, he wanted to brush his sleeves and leave. 

A small group, the Four Star Group is willing to cooperate with them, this is already a great grace, but 

they still do not appreciate it, but also put on such an arrogant look, this is really …… 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

Obviously, Li Zaimin is hesitating, he is considering whether he should immediately take the team to 

leave this place, obviously for Xiao Yuxuan’s behavior of not giving face, Li Zaimin is very annoyed, also 

very want to give Xiao Yuxuan a lesson. 

–If the opportunity to cooperate with the Four Star Group was lost, this would definitely be a heavy 

blow to the Tengfei Group! 

At least, that was what Li Zhaimin thought. 

This kind of lesson, that was so profound that Li Zaimin felt that if he really did it, Xiao Yuxuan would be 

dripping blood from heartache! 

“If the boss of the Tengfei Group is not Xiao Yuxuan, I would really like to ……” Li Zaimin muttered 

secretly through clenched teeth. 



In fact, he was really planning to give Xiao Yuxuan a deep lesson. 

However, once he thought of Xiao Yuxuan’s foxy strength, and the kind of charming that seduced 

people’s hearts, as well as the charming attitude that was filled with a million kinds of charm between 

every knit and smile, and the pair of eyes that made people’s heart thump …… Just thinking of these, Li 

Zaimin felt that his bones were going soft. 

The idea of this, Lee Jae Min how can not make up his mind, can not help, Xiao Yu Xuan is really too 

tempting! 

In the end, Li Zaimin still gritted his teeth and followed behind Xiao Yuxuan and Ji Feng towards the 

conference room. 

Looking at Xiao Yuxuan, who was walking with Ji Feng in front of him, her posture swaying, that 

upturned plump buttocks cutting through a perfect arc, Li Zaimin almost had a feeling that he couldn’t 

control himself …… 

“I must get my hands on this woman ……” Lee Jae-min said secretly in his heart. 

Suddenly, a chilling sensation came from the back of his neck, causing Lee Jae Min to involuntarily 

shiver. He subconsciously thumped in his heart, and then turned his face violently over to see that not 

far from him, a short-haired girl wearing loose casual clothes was staring at him with a very cold gaze. 

The girl’s eyes were almost as if she was looking at a dead man! 

Lee Jae Min was stunned and even a little timid in his heart, but in a flash he reacted that he had been 

frightened by a girl’s gaze, and he immediately glared at her in annoyance, only to find that the girl had 

already turned her head away and was no longer looking at him. 

Lee Jaemin was instantly shaken, as if he had a feeling of a punch hitting cotton, making him hold his 

temper but with nowhere to vent it. 

“Damn, just anyone dares to give me a look!” Li Zhaemin was furious, this short-haired girl was not an 

important person at first glance, most likely a minor employee of the Tengfei Group, she must have 

relied on Xiao Yuxuan to dare to posture with herself, she really didn’t know the sky was high! 

“Humph!” 

Li Zhaemin couldn’t help but snort coldly. 

Little Shadow gave Li Zhaemin a sidelong glance, her eyebrows frowning slightly, but she didn’t say 

anything. 

In Little Shadow’s view, this Kerry man was actually nothing at all, all she had to do was to ensure Xiao 

Yuxuan’s safety, and just now, it was just to warn Li Zhaemin, as for how he would react, Little Shadow 

did not care at all, if Li Zhaemin dared to do anything excessive, Little Shadow naturally had ways to 

clean him up. 

As for whether he was the manager of the Four Star Group or whatever, this had nothing to do with 

Little Shadow. 



In Little Shadow’s eyes, there were only ‘harmless people’ and ‘enemies’, nothing else. 

At this moment, however, Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan had smiles on their faces as they exchanged a look 

and shook their heads with a smile at the same time. 

Of course they heard Li Zhaimin’s cold hum, but neither of them cared, Li Zhaimin does not represent 

the Four Star Group, he is just an arrogant maniac who does not know the sky is high, all day long, but 

does not know that these actions of his are just like a clown in the eyes of others. 

When they arrived at the meeting room, Ji Feng pushed the door in and the joking voices of the Four 

Star Group were suddenly much quieter. Although they thought they were employees of a multinational 

conglomerate and considered themselves superior to the employees of the Tengfei Group, they did not 

dare to be too unrestrained in front of the gorgeous Xiao Yuxuan. 

Although Xiao Yuxuan had boundless charm, when she put on her face, she was still very dignified, 

which made the employees of the Four Star Group not care about going too far. 

At this time, those employees of the Tengfei Group in the meeting room could not help but breathe a 

sigh of relief when they saw Xiao Yuxuan come in, as they were responsible for accompanying the 

people of the Four Star Group here and were really suffocating. 

These people from the Four Star Group were so arrogant that they treated them as if they didn’t exist, 

all joking around in Kerry, sometimes laughing out loud when they reached a happy point, not caring 

about the feelings of their escorts. 

Even the two interpreters who were following the Four Star Group were sitting there laughing as if they 

had no regard for the situation at hand. 

These employees of the Tengfei Group who were responsible for accompanying them could not say how 

much they were holding their breath! 

Now once Xiao Yuxuan came, these Kerry people suddenly became much more honest, which also made 

the accompanying employees of the Tengfei Group feel very relieved. 

“Looks like it’s pretty lively here!” Ji Feng looked around and said with a smirk, not a smile. He had seen 

clearly what was going on in this conference room earlier, and he certainly knew what kind of virtues 

these Kerry people were and spoke in a less than pleasant manner. 

“I didn’t know until today that the Kree could be so brash! No wonder they dare to claim to be the best 

nation in the world ……,” Ji Feng smiled faintly. 
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“I didn’t know until today that the Kerry people can be so brash! No wonder they dare to claim to be the 

best nation in the world ……” Ji Feng smiled slightly. 

“Hey~!” 

A few employees of the Tengfei Group burst out laughing, of course they could hear that Ji Feng’s words 

were a sarcastic comment on the arrogance and arrogance of the Kree people, which was a real relief! 



The Kerry people, on the other hand, were a bit bewildered. 

Some people saw the Tengfei staff laughing and realised that Ji Feng was not saying anything nice, so 

they turned to the translator and asked him about it. 

However, before those Kerry people could finish their questions, they saw a man wearing glasses and 

probably around thirty years old stand up, glaring angrily at Ji Feng and saying in a deep voice: “Who are 

you? Do you know what you are saying? What you just said is an insult to the Kerry people, apologise 

immediately!” 

What this man spoke, was Chinese, and the words were correct, almost without any dialect accent. 

Ji Feng could not help but frown slightly at his words, he glanced at the man with glasses and asked, 

“Who are you again?” 

The man grunted, straightened his collar with both hands, and showed a proud look on his face, “I’m the 

special interpreter for the Four Star Group’s China Region, Zhang Gongyong!” 

When he said this, the man who called himself Zhang Gongyong had an arrogant look on his face, 

seemingly proud of his status, and at the same time, he clearly had a feeling of condescension and 

arrogance when he was talking to Ji Feng. 

“So it’s a translation ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and said, “In that case, you are now on the side of the Four Star 

Group and have come to question me?” 

Zhang Gongyong immediately said, “Of course. As a special interpreter for the Four Star Group, then I 

am naturally an employee of the Four Star Group, so of course I have to defend the interests of the Four 

Star Group! You ……” 

He pointed at Ji Feng and said in a deep voice: “What you just said is without a doubt an insult to our 

Four Star Group, and moreover, your words are still an insult to all Kerry people, so now I want you to 

apologize immediately and retract that sentence you just said!” 

Ji Feng frowned straight away as he listened, and he asked in a deep voice, “And what if I don’t 

apologise?” 

“No apology?” 

Zhang Gongyong couldn’t help but shake his head and sneered, “I think, I’m afraid that’s not up to you. 

If you’re not willing to apologise, I think, just by those words you just said, I just need to translate them 

to my colleagues, and the cooperation between the Tengfei Group and the Four Star Group will 

definitely be yellow!” 

He looked at Ji Feng with a smug smile on his face, “I think that in this Tengfei Group, the one who can 

really make the decisions should be this General Manager Xiao, and that General Manager Han from 

before, am I right?” 

Ji Feng asked, “That’s right! It’s true that they are the ones who make the decisions in the company, but 

so what?” 



Zhang Gongyong sneered, “If the cooperation between the two groups is stirred up because of you, it 

won’t be the slightest loss for the Four Star Group, but for the Tengfei Group, I’m afraid it won’t be that 

easy to accept, right? If I were the boss, I would be the first one to fire an employee like you! Mr. Xiao, 

am I right?” 

“You ……” 

Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face was chilled and she was just about to speak, but she was stopped by Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng waved his hand and smiled, “Don’t be in a hurry ……” 

He turned his head to look at the door and found that Li Zaimin was already standing there, but didn’t 

speak or stop the argument between him and that interpreter Zhang Gongyong, and the smile on Ji 

Feng’s face grew even bigger. 

He laughed and said, “Translator Zhang, do you think you can decide on such a big deal?” 

Zhang Gongyong could not help but choke, and a look of embarrassment flashed across his face. This 

question from Ji Feng was undoubtedly a slap in the face, making him nod his head or not, which was 

very embarrassing. 

But soon, with a twinkle in his eye, Zhang Gongyong said, “Who the company wants to cooperate with, 

that is for the leaders to decide, as for me, I must do my duty and responsibility as an employee, I must 

try to uphold the image and interests of the company, and also the interests of the boss. Just now, you 

insulted the Kerry people, which is also tantamount to insulting our boss, so no matter what, you have 

to apologise!” 

When he said this, Zhang Gongyong noticed that Li Zaimin, who was standing at the door, had a smile on 

his face, obviously satisfied with his words, which made Zhang Gongyong’s heart burn hot, and his face 

look even more serious, with a pair of eyes staring deadly at Ji Feng, looking like if Ji Feng didn’t 

apologise, Zhang Gongyong was planning to come up and fight with Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng’s face also sank, he suddenly pointed at Li Zhaemin at the door, his gaze fixed on Zhang 

Gongyong, and asked, “You are so snappy in asking me to apologize, to please your master Kerry, right?” 

“Sh, what?” Zhang Gongyong was stunned, Ji Feng’s question was so sudden that he didn’t even react 

for a moment. 

“If you’re not trying to please your master, then what business is it of yours if I insult the Kree?!” Ji Feng 

taunted without mercy. 

“I ……” 

Seeing the people around him staring at him, their eyes darting back and forth between himself and Li 

Zaimin from time to time, coupled with the fact that his true purpose had been revealed by Ji Feng in 

one word, Zhang Gongyong could not help but turn red: “What are you talking about here! I did that for 

……” 

“For what?” 



Ji Feng asked in a deep voice, “Don’t tell me that you did it to safeguard the interests of your company 

…… You are a Chinese, but you don’t safeguard the interests of the Chinese, now on the contrary you 

actually say that you want to safeguard the interests of the Four Star Group, who are you fooling? Do 

you think that everyone else is a three-year-old child and let you fool them at will?” 

“It’s none of your business what you …… me for!” Zhang Gongyong roared furiously. 

“Then it’s none of your business whether I insulted the Kerry people or not!” Ji Feng asked, “Which 

onion do you count, jumping out so hastily and actively looking to be scolded?” 

“I ……” 

“And to say that I insulted the Kerry people, I see that instead it’s the existence of people like you that 

insults all the Chinese people! Wagging your tail at your master for the sake of a small profit, not even 

the most basic shame, and even turning your head to speak ill of your own people, do you think you’re 

great?” 

Ji Feng glared at Zhang Gongyong with a sullen face and sternly reprimanded, “How did our China 

produce such a thing as you, and now you actually have the face to stand here?!” 

“I ……” 

That interpreter Zhang Gongyong’s face was red from the reprimand and he was simply embarrassed to 

the extreme, but he still roared with a stiff head, “What do I have in your way by standing here! I’m the 

interpreter for the Four Star Group, our manager is here, so of course I have to be here too.” 

“Heh! You’re really loyal!” Ji Feng sneered. 

“……” 

That translator was embarrassed beyond words, opening his mouth to retort, but he couldn’t say a 

word, could he say he was disloyal? 

Damn it! 

Zhang Gongyong really hated Ji Feng, if he could, he really wanted to throw Ji Feng downstairs right 

now, this person made himself lose face, and he made a fool of himself in front of the manager, and 

there were so many people watching, how could he still be a man in the future! 

But Zhang Gongyong did not know that at this moment, Ji Feng was disgusted with him to the extreme, 

even more than he disliked Li Zaimin. 

Li Zhaimin was rampant, arrogant and self-righteous, but that was because he was a Kerry man, and he 

was also the manager of the Four Star Group. Although his gesture was excessive, it was a big deal not 

to cooperate with him, and we could just stand up to it, no big deal. 

If it is not possible, both sides can still fight, even if it is a duel to the death. 

Because Lee Jae-min is an outsider! 

However, this guy, Zhang Gongyong, is a genuine Chinese! 



As a Chinese, even if he didn’t help his own people, he shouldn’t have fallen on his sword, but as a 

result, this bastard called Zhang Gongyong couldn’t wait to jump out and accuse himself in order to 

please his master. 

If trampling himself on the ground could make his master happy, Ji Feng believed that Zhang Gongyong 

would have done so. 

This was a dog who ate his way out! 

This reminded Ji Feng of those traitors during the war of resistance, and this Zhang Gongyong was 

simply no different from them, if not more so! 

If it was still the war era, Zhang Gongyong would definitely be a traitor! 

This reminds Ji Feng of the Kerry people during the war, and he can’t help but shake his head …… 

When the Kerry was occupied by Kepong, the Kepong people organized the Kerry people and let them 

be cannon fodder to attack China or to help rule some Chinese occupied areas, but because the Kepong 

people were not at ease with them, they did not issue them weapons and only gave one person a 

wooden stick. 

Who knew, however, that these Kerry people were incomparably vicious and venomous in order to 

please their Kepong masters, even though they were only armed with wooden sticks, and they were 

even more ruthless than some Kepong people in their treatment of the Chinese people. 

Therefore, the Chinese people’s mentality hated these Kerry people so much that they angrily called 

them ‘sticks’. 

Now that I think about it, there is no difference between this translator’s way of doing things and the 

Kerry people back then …… He is also a translator for the Four Star Group. 

This Zhang Gongyong’s way of doing things, full of dog’s legs! 

“You!” 

Xiao Yuxuan suddenly stepped forward and pointed at the interpreter Zhang Gongyong with a cold face, 

“Get out, people like you are not welcome in my Tengfei Group!” 

Zhang Gongyong’s face instantly turned red: “I, who am I to go out!” 

Xiao Yuxuan’s phoenix eyes were cold: “Do you want me to call the security guards to throw you out?” 
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Zhang Gongyong’s face instantly turned red: “I, what gives me the right to go out!” 

Xiao Yuxuan’s phoenix eyes were cold: “You want me to call the security guards to throw you out?!” 

“I am a member of the Four Star Group, unless our manager gives the word, no one will try to get me 

out!” Zhang Gongyong shouted. 

“……” 



The crowd was stunned. 

It had never occurred to anyone that the Kerry interpreter, who had been so sharp-tongued and 

imposing, was now a scoundrel, and could even give such poor excuses and justifications! 

All of a sudden, everyone’s eyes turned a bit strange when they looked at Zhang Gongyong. 

At this time, Zhang Gongyong was no different from a scoundrel in everyone’s eyes, and even more so, 

Zhang Gongyong’s image was even worse than that of a scoundrel. 

Before this, Zhang Gongyong was a well-dressed man, a special interpreter for the Four Star Group! 

But now, he was as if he was a mangy dog. The contrast between the two was so huge that it was truly 

unbelievable and even more shocking. 

It was as if he was a well-dressed, human-like high-society figure who was looking down on you in front 

of you, haughty and arrogant, but in the blink of an eye, he was actually acting like a scoundrel, which 

was almost like suddenly falling from the clouds to the ground, and falling with a bruise. 

The shock this gave everyone was also the strongest. 

This was the case with Zhang Gongyong, whose ugly attitude was on full display in everyone’s eyes at 

the moment. 

Of course, while everyone was ridiculing Zhang Gongyong, they were also surprised by Xiao Yuxuan’s 

sudden outburst. 

You should know that in the past in the company, Xiao Yuxuan never smiled and was very polite to 

anyone, even when she was unhappy, she also said a few words about others lightly, mainly relying on 

the company’s rules and regulations to supervise the staff, while she herself almost never lost her 

temper. 

Therefore, Xiao Yuxuan is very popular in the company, especially some young employees, and even 

some executives, all treat Xiao Yuxuan as the goddess of their hearts, and some people even say that he 

is looking for a girlfriend according to the model of Xiao Yuxuan, even if he can’t find someone so 

similar, then at least in a certain aspect like Xiao Yuxuan only, such as eyes, face shape, etc… … 

But now, Xiao Yuxuan was unexpectedly angry, and unceremoniously kicked Zhang Gongyong out 

directly, which made everyone very surprised, and at the same time, they couldn’t help but be 

astonished. 

It seemed that Mr. Xiao must have been extremely angry, which was why he could not help but lose his 

temper. 

This anger naturally came from Zhang Gongyong’s rogue-like behaviour, but more importantly, of 

course, I’m afraid it was Zhang Gongyong’s accusation of Ji Feng. 

Among the people present, there was no one who knew that Ji Feng was Xiao Yuxuan’s boyfriend. 



In particular, some of those old employees who have been working here since the Tengfei Group was 

first established are aware of it, and everyone can’t help but secretly speculate that it looks like Chief 

Xiao has a good relationship with her boyfriend …… 

Of course what’s even more abominable is still that translator, and those Kerry people, they are no 

good! 

Ignoring the frequent eye contact of the other employees, Xiao Yuxuan saw that Zhang Gongyong was 

actually playing a rogue, and without saying a word, she directly turned around and said, “Xiao Ying, call 

the security guards and ask the people who are causing trouble here to go out!” 

Xiao Ying immediately nodded, “Yes ……” 

“Wait a minute!” 

A voice suddenly came from outside, only to see Li Zhaimin walking in with big steps. Xiao Yuxuan did 

not give him the slightest face, as if he did not exist at all, and actually wanted to use the security guards 

to throw Zhang Gongyong out, which made Li Zaimin sit up a bit. 

This made Li Zaimin sit up and take notice. Because no matter what, Zhang Gongyong was trying to 

please him, so he spoke to Ji Feng in a tit-for-tat manner – even though Zhang Gongyong was later 

reprimanded in front of Ji Feng and couldn’t even speak, but no matter what, Zhang Gongyong was 

showing his loyalty to him, if Zhang Gongyong was really thrown out, then he, Li Zaimin, would have no 

face to stay here. 

More importantly, if other employees saw this scene, what would they think in their hearts? 

Zhang Gongyong had worked so hard to please Manager Li, but when he was about to be humiliated, 

Manager Li didn’t even help to say something …… What else would a person like that be worthy of being 

served by others? 

Li Zemin naturally would not sit idly by, he quickly walked to Xiao Yuxuan and smiled gently, “Yuxuan, 

this matter is just a misunderstanding, so there is no need to make such a fuss, right?” 

After saying that, he immediately glared at Zhang Gongyong and said in his characteristic slightly hard 

and strange accent, “Hurry up and apologise to Mr. Xiao!” 

“Slowly!” 

Xiao Yuxuan, however, stopped, “It’s not me he offended, there’s no need to apologise to me.” 

Li Zhaemin smiled, “But you are the boss of the Tengfei Group, so naturally you can represent the whole 

company and all the employees.” 

Xiao Yuxuan then could not help but frown slightly and gave Li Zhaemin a somewhat unpleasant look. 

Originally, she meant to say that it was Ji Feng that Zhang Gongyong had offended, so of course he 

should go and apologise to Ji Feng. However, Li Zhaemin did not mention a word about Ji Feng, and he 

did not know whether he did not understand or he had deliberately ignored Ji Feng. 



“Chief Xiao, I’m sorry!” Zhang Gongyong saw that Xiao Yuxuan didn’t say anything and hurriedly seized 

the opportunity to say something. 

“……” 

Xiao Yuxuan didn’t even look at Zhang Gongyong at all, but turned her head to Li Zaimin and said, 

“Manager Li, this is not the first time that your company has made an inspection of our group, at the 

moment if there is nothing you need to know, then I think we should stop here today, as for the matter 

of cooperation, we will consider it later.” 

“Is that what you really mean?” 

Lee Jae Min said with a warm smile on his face, “Yu Xuan, don’t be too impulsive, everything should be 

considered maturely before making a decision, you should know that people like us who can control the 

fate of a company, a random wrong decision can lead to very serious consequences …… ” 

“I’ve thought it through very clearly!” Xiao Yuxuan interrupted Li Zhaemin, “I wonder if Manager Li has 

thought it through, or maybe, Manager Li is pretending to be confused ……” 

“What do you mean?” Li Zhaemin was stunned. 

“Nothing, I’m just a little curious, Lee manager every time to bring people to visit, but every time not to 

carry out a substantive understanding, but do not know, Lee manager this is not able to think clearly!” 

Xiao Yuxuan said with a sarcastic tone. 

But Li Zhaemin, as if he did not hear it at all, just smiled and said, “Of course, I will consider carefully 

before doing anything, moreover, I will never stop until I achieve my goal.” 

As he spoke, Li Zaimin’s gaze stared straight into Xiao Yuxuan’s eyes – but suddenly, Li Zaimin realized 

that Ji Feng had appeared between him and Xiao Yuxuan at some point, and all he saw was Ji Feng’s 

nose …… 

Li Zaimin subconsciously looked away, he was not willing to meet Ji Feng’s eyes, at the same time, he 

was even more unwilling to admit that he was shorter than Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng gave Li Zaimin a deep look and didn’t say much. 

“Knock knock knock ……” 

Suddenly, a knock sounded on the door, the crowd immediately turned their heads to follow the sound, 

but saw that Han Zhong had already entered the conference room, then quickly came to Ji Feng and 

whispered something in his ear for a while. 

Immediately afterwards, everyone saw that a hint of joy appeared on Ji Feng’s face, and his eyebrows 

could not help but jump a few times. 

Immediately afterwards, Ji Feng then turned sideways and whispered a few words in Xiao Yuxuan’s ear. 

Xiao Yuxuan was instantly surprised and asked, “Really?” 



But as soon as the words left her mouth, Xiao Yuxuan realized that her voice was too loud, she hurriedly 

lowered her voice while trying hard to put on a calm look and said, “You guys go first, I’m going over 

……” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, then gave a wink to Han Zhong, and the two of them were about to head out. 

And at this time, Xiao Yuxuan said, “Manager Li, I’m sorry, this is all we can do today, something has 

happened to our group, there is no way to continue entertaining you all …… very sorry, please!” 

Li Zhaimin glanced at Xiao Yuxuan with some suspicion, Li Zhaimin had watched Ji Feng and his group’s 

actions very clearly before, especially when Han Zhong came over and said something, both Ji Feng and 

Xiao Yuxuan’s faces obviously showed a look of surprise, it must have looked like a good thing. 

What on earth was it that could make the two top leaders of the Tengfei Group, who would rather leave 

their Four Star Group’s inspection team behind, rush over? 

However, before Li Zaimin could say yes, he noticed that Xiao Yuxuan and Ji Feng, as well as Han Zhong, 

had already started to walk out the door. 

Li Zaimin immediately followed them, eager to see what was going on. 

However, as soon as Li Zaimin left the door of the conference room, he was suddenly stopped by Han 

Zhong, only to see Han Zhong smiling, “Manager Li, I’m really sorry, we’ll have to excuse ourselves …… 

Manager Li, please follow me down this side of the stairs …… ” 

Lee Jaemin immediately asked, “Why do you want to go that way?” 

There were stairs not far in front of them, but Han Zhong was dragging him to the stairs at the end of 

the corridor, was he afraid of what he might see? Or was there something to avoid him? 

Thinking of this, Lee Jae-min’s face suddenly snapped, “Humph! You guys are really too much, to be so 

rude, you will regret for what you did today!” 

After saying that, Lee Jae-min took a big step towards the nearest staircase. 

“Manager Lee! Manager Lee you can’t go this way ……” Han Zhong immediately chased after him in a 

panic, but Lee Jae Min was walking faster and faster. 

“#$#$% ……” 

Suddenly, a gibbering sound came from the stairway. 

Li Zhaemin jerked to a halt, looking stunned: “Is this …… realm ponglish?” 

Immediately afterwards, he heard Ji Feng’s voice come over, “Mr. Zhoushan Jiro, on behalf of the 

Tengfei Group, I would like to thank your delegation from the Sunny Group, you have come a long way, 

you have worked hard!” 

“Yossi ……” 

“Ah!” 



Lee Jaemin, who was standing at the entrance of the stairs, was the one who almost shouted out in 

shock. 

“It’s the people from Kepong, surprisingly it’s the people from Kepong’s Sonny Group who have come?!” 

Li Zaimin was alarmed beyond words, “They are the biggest rival of the Four Star Group! At this moment 

they came to Tengfei Group …… Could it be that they also have their eyes on Tengfei Group’s 3D TV 

sets?” 
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“It’s the Kepong people, surprisingly it’s the people from Kepong’s Sonny Group who are here?!” Lee Jae 

Min was alarmed beyond words, “They are the biggest rival of the Four Star Group! At this time they 

came to Tengfei Group …… Could it be that they also have their eyes on Tengfei Group’s 3D TV sets?” 

“#￥%￥%￥ ……” 

Listening to the gibberish coming from the stairway, Lee Jaemin could fully conclude that this was the 

KAI Peng language. 

He had known since he was a child that the biggest rival of the Four Star Group was the Sonny Group of 

Kepong. In the past, the Four Star Group was a subcontractor to the Sonny Group of Kepong, and could 

only be considered as working for the Sonny Group, or, to put it nicely, just a parts supplier. 

However, later on, Four Star Group started to develop its own path and gradually competed with Sunny 

Group. 

From that time onwards, the Four Star Group started to make progress and in some ways even 

surpassed the Sunny Group, but the two have always been extremely strong rivals. 

So Lee Jae-min was familiar with the Sonny Group and the people of Kepong, and as soon as he heard it, 

he knew that it was Kepongese, and that it was a very pure Kepongese language, there was no doubt 

about it, and Lee Jae-min was confident that he would never mishear it. 

In that case, the speaker must be someone from the Sunny Group! 

No wonder when he was about to come out, Han Zhong had a nervous look on his face and had to drag 

himself up the farther stairs. 

It turned out that the Tengfei Group wanted him to avoid the Sunny Group! 

It seems that Xiao Yuxuan and Han Zhong must have wanted to leave themselves and the Four Star 

Group behind and go to work with the Sonny Group in Kepong instead, or perhaps they were afraid that 

they would ruin their negotiations …… 

No wonder Xiao Yuxuan dared to treat herself with disdain, no wonder her little white boyfriend was so 

arrogant, and even later Xiao Yuxuan had to get security guards to throw out the Four Star Group’s 

interpreter for him …… 

It turned out that they were already looking for a partner, this was to leave the Four Star Group out of 

the picture! 



“Damn it!” 

Lee Jae Min couldn’t help but grit his teeth straight, while he couldn’t help but feel a panic in his heart, 

“What if …… the Teng Fei Group has really partnered with the Sonny Group?” 

Lee Jae Min had to worry, in case these two really cooperated, then it would be a bit bad for the Four 

Star Group. 

It was true that the Four Star Group had already started to develop 3D TV sets, and Lee was convinced 

that with the Four Star Group’s technical level, it would be no problem at all to develop them 

successfully, it was only a matter of time. 

Once the Four Star Group has developed it, it will definitely be better than the Tengfei Group’s product, 

both in terms of technology and hardware! 

Because the Kerry people are the best in the world! 

But what happens if the Kerry Group has the technology before the Four Star Group has developed it? 

If the Sunny Group has the advantage in this area first, then if the Four Star Group wants to catch up, I’m 

afraid it will take a lot of effort, and in the field of electronic products, then the Sunny Group’s influence 

will definitely exceed the Four Star Group …… 

When he thought of this, Lee Jae Min couldn’t help but panic a little. 

“Damn Chinese people, really treacherous ……” Li Zaimin gritted his teeth and cursed, but he could only 

hold this anger in, while taking two steps back and standing behind the corner of the corridor, he did not 

want to meet up with the people from Sonny Group, and save everyone embarrassment. 

“Manager Li ……” 

Han Zhong came after him from behind. 

Lee Jaemin’s heart was suddenly startled, he hurriedly turned around, glared at Han Zhong and made a 

gesture of silence, “Shhh!” 

Han Zhong ran over in a bit of a hurry and said in a lowered voice, “Manager Li, please leave with me 

from there, our group has other guests today, so we can’t entertain Manager Li, please bear with me.” 

How could Li Zhaemin be willing to leave now? 

He also said in a low voice, “Mr. Han, I know you have other guests, I just need to wait for them to come 

up before I leave, if you have to insist, once we have an unpleasant incident here, it may not be to your 

advantage either, right?” 

Han Zhong instantly turned pale, “Manager Li, you …… well, it’s fine for you to stand here, but you can’t 

talk, and don’t disturb our guests.” 

Li Zhaimin secretly hated in his heart, if it was in the past, how would someone from the Tengfei Group 

dare to talk to him like that? 

It was evident that the person who had just spoken was someone from the Sunny Group. 



Thinking of this, Li Zaimin naturally refused to leave now even more, he had to make sure before he 

could really feel at ease. 

Han Zhong accompanied him with an anxious look on his face, but in fact he was a little nervous in his 

heart. 

Soon, several people came up from the stairs. In the lead were Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan, followed by 

three young men, two men and one woman, and looking at their dress, they were all very formal and 

had serious expressions. 

When Li Zaimin saw these from around the corner, he could not help but believe in them a little more. 

The seriousness of the people of Kepong in their work is well-known all over the world, and these three 

young people in front of him fit the image of the people of Kepong very well. 

“Mr Zhoushan, you have just arrived, so let’s go to the parlour and have a rest before we talk about the 

contract …… This way please!” With an intoxicating smile on her face, Xiao Yuxuan guided the three 

young men upstairs. 

“@#$%……” 

One of the young men didn’t know what to say. 

The girl then said, “Mr. Xiao, Mr. Zhoushan is asking if your company is still negotiating with other 

companies for cooperation apart from our Sunny Group?” 

“No!” 

Xiao Yuxuan said very firmly, “From the very beginning, we thought that the Sunny Group was the best 

partner for us, because your people are very polite and have a good attitude, and most importantly, 

your company also has the strength to be able to afford the business of 3D TV sets worldwide …… ” 

“Yossi!” 

The young man nodded with great satisfaction. 

“Damn it ……” Lee Jae Min, who was hiding in the corner, listened to their conversation, but he was 

angry and anxious, he didn’t expect Xiao Yuxuan would actually say that, did he of the Four Star Group 

have no manners? Did they not have the strength to do so? 

However, when Li Zemin remembered all the ways the people of the Four Star Group had acted, he 

opened his mouth, but he could not say a word. 

It seems that …… 

They had really gone a bit too far. 

And at this time, Xiao Yuxuan’s voice came over again, “Mr Zhoushan, I think our negotiations had better 

be quicker, because so far we have received at least half a million orders from all over the world, but 

because of the restrictions on exports, it makes it necessary for us to look for a powerful multinational 

company to be our partner, and this is also for your company to be very advantageous.” 



The young man had rattled off a string of words and immediately afterwards the girl was heard to 

translate, “Mr Zhoushan said, “So this lays a good foundation for our mutual cooperation, the Sonny 

Group has very open channels and you have the technology, the products and the orders, so I am 

looking forward to us reaching an agreement and entering the cooperation phase. ” 

Xiao Yuxuan smiled and said, “I am looking forward to it too.” 

As he watched Xiao Yuxuan and the others enter the meeting room, Li Zaimin’s face could not help but 

turn blue for a while, he did not expect that the cooperation negotiations between Tengfei Group and 

Sunny Group had actually reached this level, listening to their conversation, if it went well, then they 

would be able to formally cooperate soon ah! 

Thinking of this, Lee Jae-min’s heart couldn’t help but panic a little, he turned around and left, this 

situation he found out today was really too important, he had to report it as soon as possible …… 

“Manager Lee, hey! Manager Li!” Han Zhong said shouting twice behind him, only to see that Li Zaimin 

had already turned around and returned to the door of the conference room, roaring twice before he 

saw the group of Kerry people who had been so high and mighty before, all scurrying out with a roar, 

then following Li Zaimin in a panic and going downstairs. 

Seeing this scene, the corners of Han Zhong’s mouth couldn’t help but twitch, and then poof, he burst 

out laughing. 

“Ha~~!” 

Han Zhong was so happy in his heart that he grinned widely. 

The ugliness of the Kerry people was really displayed to the fullest by Li Zhaimin and the others today, 

especially the huge contrast between the front and back, which only the Kerry people could do, and Han 

Zhong was really shaking his head. 

I had to admit that Ji Feng’s approach was really brilliant. 

With just a few simple words and a show, the Kerry people, who had been so high and mighty, got 

themselves into a tizzy and showed their ugly face, and even slipped away. 

What a pleasure! 

However, after thinking about it, Han Zhong was a bit worried: this was a pleasure, but would these 

Kerry people really think that the Tengfei Group was going to cooperate with the Sunny Group and 

never come back? 

Would this kind of drama affect the development of the Tengfei Group? 

Thinking of this, Han Zhong immediately walked quickly towards the meeting room, he knocked on the 

door, then pushed the door and walked in, he saw Ji Feng sitting on the sofa drinking tea and joking. 

“Here you are, come and sit down!” Seeing Han Zhong come in, Ji Feng smiled, “Those Kerry people 

have all left, right?” 

“They’re all gone.” 



Han Zhong nodded and said, “Li Zaimin was so irritated, I don’t know if it was embarrassment or what, 

anyway, he didn’t say a word, turned around and left, I didn’t even react when I shouted.” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Kerry people would be embarrassed? Why does that sound so new to 

me. From my point of view, he should have been stimulated and went back in a hurry, probably to think 

of a solution, or maybe he wanted to leave first to leave a buffer so that it would be better to talk about 

cooperation afterwards.” 

Han Zhong couldn’t help but ask, “But then, will those Kerry people really think that we are cooperating 

with Sunny Group? If that’s the case, it won’t be too good for us.” 
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Han Zhong’s fears were not unreasonable. 

Although Han Zhong did not speak Kepong, he could hear that Lu Gang and the others had no problem 

speaking Kepong. 

What’s more, with Li Zaimin’s arrogance and how well they worked together, it would be easy to fool Li 

Zaimin. 

But what Han Zhong was worried about was that once Li Zaimin reported the situation and the Four Star 

Group knew that they were ready to work with the Kepong people, would they really decide to pull out 

after weighing the situation instead? 

If that was the case, then it would not be good news for the Tengfei Group. 

After all, if they could cooperate with the Four Star Group, the benefits for the Group would be self-

evident, not to mention that Tengfei’s 3D TV sets would really enter the international market, but the 

key is that with this successful experience in the international market, the following Tengfei Group’s 

products would already have experience to follow. 

To become a giant in the industry, it is not enough just to break through in your own country, you must 

be able to stand up in the international market for a long time before you can be considered a true 

international predator. 

This is incredibly important for the Tengfei Group. 

If this were not the case, would Han Zhong prefer to put up with the Kerry people’s arrogant faces and 

still smile at them? 

Han Zhong was at least the general manager of a multi-billion dollar group and had shares in it, so if it 

wasn’t for that reason, could it be that he was so cheap that he liked to put his hot face on other 

people’s cold asses? 

But now, it seems that their cooperation with the Four Star Group is likely to be in vain, which makes 

Han Zhong’s heart a bit uncertain. 

He knew that since the Four Star Group was a large multinational conglomerate, it could not be taken 

lightly. 



If the evaluation team thinks that the project’s cost and benefit are disproportionate and that it is not 

cost-effective to undertake a certain project, then the evaluation team will issue an evaluation result 

and report it to the group’s headquarters. 

At that time, the Group’s senior management will decide whether to proceed with the project based on 

the evaluation report and their own vision. 

If the Four Star Group’s executives feel that the pressure from Sunny Group is too great, or that it is not 

worth competing with Sunny Group on this project, then the Four Star Group will definitely withdraw 

from the partnership with the Tengfei Group. 

If it came to that, it would be a chicken-and-egg situation. 

“That’s true!” 

Xiao Yuxuan nodded slightly and looked at Ji Feng, “What Han Zhong said is not wrong, it’s not that 

there is no such possibility ……” 

In fact, Xiao Yuxuan also had the same worry, otherwise, how could she have held back from letting the 

security guards directly throw people out when she knew that Li Zhaemin was not harboring good 

intentions? 

Because she and Han Zhong both knew that the time had come for the development of the Tengfei 

Group to reach a critical period. 

As of now, the Tengfei Group’s fist products were already available – 3D TV sets, Kang Yuan slimming 

powder, and special effect currents. 

As a matter of fact, apart from the special effects current, both the 3D TV and the Kang Yuan slimming 

powder can definitely take the world by storm, there is no product on the market that can compete with 

these two products, they are all unbeatable. 

But the problem is, Kang Yuan slimming powder because it is a health care product, when exported, 

there are very strict restrictions, even in the foreign market made a lot of money, but that is only 

because the price is higher, but the export volume is always strictly controlled by some Western 

countries. 

This makes Xiao Yuxuan very helpless, but she can’t find a solution, this has involved the national quality 

control wrestling and game, as a company, can only wait for the game to be divided into winners and 

losers, but not qualified to participate in it, or will definitely be played even the dregs. 

However, the tug-of-war between countries is not something that can be ended overnight. 

For example, China and Rice have been wrestling with each other for decades, but the outcome has 

never been clear. 

In fact, it’s not just Rice, there are many people who don’t want China to rise, and the one with the 

strongest desire to suppress China is undoubtedly Kepong. 

There are many other countries as well. 



As a country with a population of over a billion people, once it really rises, it will generate unparalleled 

power that the whole world will have to look up to. 

Therefore, few other countries are willing to watch the rise of China. 

Under such circumstances, is it naturally conceivable that a Chinese company would want to go out of 

the country. 

Therefore, Kang Yuan slimming powder empty has a blank market all over the world, empty has the 

effect that makes everyone feel amazed, but the annual export volume, is extremely limited. 

Even if the price is set very high, it is useless if the sales do not go up. 

Therefore, when the 3D TV set came out, Xiao Yuxuan and Han Zhong both knew that the time had 

come for the Tengfei Group to show a spurt of development! 

Because for China, electronic products have never been a strong point, and because of this, other 

countries have used various methods to negotiate with China in order to dump their electronic products 

to this huge market which accounts for one sixth of the world’s population, and eventually signed 

various so-called free trade agreements, of course, all in electronic products. 

And so, for the Tengfei Group, this is a perfect opportunity. 

The 3D TV set is a product with a unique advantage even in the world market, and its competitiveness 

speaks for itself – because there is no other product of the same type out there! 

The most important thing now is the sales channels and the experience in selling electronic products. 

For the time being, the most likely partner is Kerry’s Four Star Group. 

If the cooperation is successful, the next 3D TV sets will be a big hit in the world market, which is 

predictable, as evidenced by the explosion in the Chinese market. 

Therefore, knowing that Li Zemin had left in disgrace, Xiao Yuxuan and Han Zhong couldn’t help but feel 

a little bit worried in their hearts, in case the cooperation fell through, the impact on the development 

of the Tengfei Group would be really great. 

Even if they were to find another group to cooperate with, it would still take a short time from the time 

the two sides started contacting each other to the finalisation of the cooperation agreement and the 

real cooperation process. 

For the Tengfei Group, time is of the essence. There is a time limit for any kind of technological 

leadership, especially since there are more than just one or two large groups in the world with strong 

technological strength in the field of electronic products. 

It is possible that other companies will develop 3D TV sets before they are launched on the world 

market. 

If that were the case, it would definitely be a heavy blow to the Tengfei Group because, in comparison, 

they have extensive sales channels, a mature sales network and, most importantly, an accumulated 

brand reputation. 



When consumers see two identical products on the market, but one is a very familiar brand and the 

other is a brand they have never heard of before, which one will they buy? 

Needless to say, the average person would not choose the unfamiliar brand. 

So when you think about it, there are a lot of difficulties in front of the Tengfei Group, which is why Han 

Zhong and Xiao Yuxuan attach so much importance to the cooperation with the Four Star Group. 

“I know you guys are anxious, but some things can’t be solved just by being anxious!” Ji Feng shook his 

head and smiled, saying, “You all saw what kind of attitude the Four Star Group had before, so who do 

you think would have dominated if we hadn’t cooperated with them today?” 

Han Zhong opened his mouth, but did not say anything. 

Ji Feng said, “You are trying to say that the one who takes the initiative is definitely us, but is that really 

the case?” 

Han Zhong shook his head with a bitter smile, if according to common sense, of course it should be the 

Tengfei Group that takes the initiative, because the Tengfei Group holds the technology and is also the 

direct manufacturer of the product, even if it is looking for a sales channel, then at most it can only look 

for an agent. 

But when you think about it, the Four Star Group is such a big group of companies, are they willing to be 

an agent only? 

With Li Zhaimin’s lofty attitude, would he be willing to get only one agent? 

The answer was obvious. 

Therefore, Han Zhong really couldn’t answer Ji Feng’s question. 

Xiao Yuxuan of course also understood this, but she had other thoughts: “We have the technology in our 

hands, no matter how greedy the Four Star Group is, as long as we hold on to the technology, they can’t 

do anything about it! Besides, cooperation is something that is negotiated ……” 

“Yes, cooperation is indeed negotiated, that’s right.” Ji Feng nodded, “But the problem is, if the other 

party has no intention of talking to you at all, but thinks that their wealth is too big to pressure us, then 

how can we still talk?” 

“This ……” Xiao Yuxuan was silent. 

Indeed, in front of the Four Star Group, they didn’t have any advantages, except for the technology of 

3D TV sets. 

Ji Feng laughed: “So ah, with the Four Star Group people, you can’t just move your lips to talk, you have 

to play a little strategy. Let’s put it this way, the reason why the people from the Four Star Group are so 

high and mighty, putting on an air of looking down on people, yet they still want to come over, is it really 

just because Li Zhaimin has taken a fancy to you and wants to court you?” 

Xiao Yuxuan instantly gave him a white look, “What nonsense!” 
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Han Zhong, however, heard other meanings from Ji Feng’s words, he frowned and asked, “Ji Feng, do 

you mean to say that in fact, this group of Kerry people, they also want to cooperate with us very much, 

but just put up a kind of high and mighty appearance now, so that we can lose our bearings, and then 

they might have an opportunity to take advantage of it?” 

“It’s not that there’s no such possibility!” 

Ji Feng said, “But don’t forget, in fact, in many cases, the Kree are also very serious, perhaps because 

they were once ruled by the Kepong people, so it is inevitable that they will be influenced by some of 

the Kepong people in their living habits …… Think about it, if they are not trying to cooperate with us, 

why would they so raise so many people to come over together for an inspection?” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and said, “If Li Zhaimin was to pursue Yu Xuan, then he could have just come alone 

or taken any other method, bringing so many people over, if his superiors knew that he was just after a 

girl, he would be out of luck.” 

The Kui Peng people were very hierarchical in the workplace, and in fact the Kerry people were not 

much worse. 

If the senior management of the Four Star Group knew that Lee Jaemin actually played this kind of fake 

tactic to raise a large number of people, only to end up chasing a girl, then Lee Jaemin would definitely 

end up in a very bad way, because as far as Ji Feng knew, I was afraid that a practice like Lee Jaemin’s 

would be seen as a loss of company interests or worse. 

At that time, the Four Star Group would not just fire Li Zaimin, but might also clean him up severely. 

Even if Li Zaimin had any relatives with the boss of the Four Star Group, he would not be too well off. 

So from this point of view, the fact that Li Zaimin had brought people to the Tengfei Group in such a 

great number, and had come more than once, was obviously not just to find an excuse to pursue Xiao 

Yuxuan, he definitely wanted to cooperate with the Tengfei Group. 

“The reason why Li Zhaimin and the others acted so arrogantly, appearing to be superior and looking at 

people with their noses all day long, should be deliberate.” Ji Feng said. 

When he said that, a sneer appeared on his face, “Of course, the Kerry people are already arrogant, they 

think they are the best nation in the world, not to mention that these people come from the Four Star 

Group, so naturally they are even more arrogant, so they don’t need to be deliberately pretentious, it’s 

enough for them to just put up their true posture.” 

Han Zhong and Xiao Yuxuan could not help but shake their heads and laugh, not only was what Ji Feng 

said interesting, but the Kerry people actually did have such a characteristic. 

The arrogance of the Kerry is not only reflected in their rush to register many of China’s festivals as their 

intangible cultural heritage at the United Nations, but also in the fact that the Kerry people, from the 

lowest level of the people to the top leaders, all have an arrogant mentality. 

The most hilarious thing, for example, is that Kerry experts and scholars, once produced a book 

describing the history of Kerry. 



In that book, these Kerry experts and scholars described a Kerry dynasty that was comparable to the 

Yuan dynasty. According to them, the northeastern part of China, nearly half of the territory of Tsarist 

Russia, and even many areas of the Ryukyus and Kepong once belonged to this Kerry dynasty …… 

After the book was published, it was ridiculed all over the world, and some even began to call the Kree 

the Martian race – the Kree were so great that the small earth could not contain them! 

The irony in that epithet couldn’t be clearer. 

You can see how arrogant the Kree really are! 

Then, if the Kree are asked to show a gesture of contempt for others, they absolutely do not need to be 

deliberately pretentious, it is enough to show their true posture. 

Thinking of all the characteristics of the Kree, Han Zhong and Xiao Yuxuan could not help but laugh. 

Even Lu Gang and the others, who were pretending to be Kui Peng people, couldn’t help but shake their 

heads and laugh, as they were obviously aware of certain extreme behaviours of the Kui people as well. 

“According to you, the Four Star Group will not withdraw?” Xiao Yuxuan rubbed her cheeks and asked. 

“That depends on how strong their will is to want to cooperate with us.” Ji Feng said, “If the people from 

Four Star Group have enough vision, they will definitely come back to us, if they really pull out, then it 

only means that the behemoth Four Star Group isn’t worthy of our expectations either, much less the 

need to cooperate.” 

If the Four Star Group didn’t even have this vision, then I’m sure their development in the future, 

wouldn’t be good either. 

To cooperate with such a group, Ji Feng was a bit uneasy. 

“If we don’t cooperate with the Four Star Group, who else can we cooperate with?” Xiao Yuxuan 

frowned and asked. 

“There are a lot of companies to work with.” Ji Feng smiled faintly, “The idea can be more flexible well 

……” 

“What do you mean?” Xiao Yuxuan asked. 

Han Zhong also looked over, it looked like Ji Feng had a different idea, huh? 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Why do we have to cooperate with the Four Star Group? We have several 

domestic companies than can cooperate. For example, Brother Electric and so on …… If I remember 

correctly, those several enterprises have very stable sales channels in the international market, and the 

market competitiveness is not too weak ……” 

“But wouldn’t that be our competition?” Han Zhong asked. 

“Competitors?” 



Ji Feng raised an eyebrow and laughed, “I think you are all confused, whether they are competitors or 

not, they are all Chinese companies, at home we are competitors, but at the international level, why 

can’t we become partners?” 

Han Zhong frowned and said, “But the domestic market ……” 

Although the international market is huge, no one can deny that the Chinese market is actually 

extremely important too. Because the population of China is so large, and with the development of the 

economy, the purchasing power of the people is increasing, often the sales of the Chinese market alone 

is enough to cover the sales of other countries combined. 

The only difference, I’m afraid, is the pricing, but there is no doubt about the importance of the Chinese 

market. 

If we were to cooperate with domestic companies, the Chinese market would certainly be taken up by 

the other side. 

But then, the unique advantages of the Tengfei Group will be compromised. 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Of course the domestic market should be preserved, but it’s not 

completely impossible to let go. 

Han Zhong shook his head and laughed bitterly, “That’s fine, but the problem is, this 3D TV is our group’s 

fist product, if we share out a large part of the benefits, then how can our group develop rapidly?” 

Ji Feng said, “You also said that the 3D TV set is a fist product, since this is the case, this product also 

only needs to be responsible for opening up the market, and that is also enough, in the process, we 

become familiar with the rules and means of operating in the international market, and gradually build 

up our own sales channels, which is more cost-effective than anything else. As for the development of 

the business, there will certainly be other products in the future, and it will not be difficult to develop 

them naturally.” 

“That’s true, but the problem is ……” Han Zhong shook his head with a bitter smile. 

“The problem is that our group’s current research and development capability is not too strong, and if 

we want to launch new products again, we don’t know when we’ll have to wait ……” 

Xiao Yuxuan took the words over, “You don’t look at the fact that our group has billions of assets now, 

but the bottom is actually too thin, there is not much accumulation yet, if you hadn’t suddenly brought 

the technology, we wouldn’t even be able to produce 3D TV sets.” 

Han Zhong also nodded in agreement: “Yes, Ji Feng, our group’s talent reserve is still insufficient, last 

time you pulled in a group of talents from the …… group to enable the group to expand quickly and 

operate normally, but overall, there are still too few talents, with the current level of the group’s R&D 

department The current level of the staff must be accumulated and settled after a certain period of time 

before they can do anything.” 

“Yes! I understand what you guys mean.” Ji Feng nodded, “But I can also tell you guys that you don’t 

have to worry about the research and development of the products.” 

“What do you mean?” Han Zhong asked, “You still have similar technology in your hands?” 



“The technology is definitely there, you guys can rest assured about that.” Ji Feng said, “I definitely 

won’t do anything stupid that will harm my own interests! So since I said I would cooperate with 

domestic companies, I have enough certainty.” 

“If you’re really sure, then of course it’s good!” Han Zhong couldn’t help but be overjoyed at his words, 

“If I had known that you still had a backhand, why would I have bothered to take the bird’s breath from 

that bunch of Kerry people!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed: “You can’t say that, our group’s R&D department must also pay 

attention to it, and the work on the talent pool must be made a top priority. For a technology-based 

enterprise, talent is the key.” 

Han Zhong nodded and said, “I know, in fact, the group has also been attaching great importance to the 

reserve of talents in the past two years, and the counterpart training agreement we signed with United 

University is not for the purpose of reserving talents. Next, I also plan to go to other universities in 

Jiangzhou to contact them, in order to be able to get those truly capable university students to come 

over directly once they graduate.” 

“Mm!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “That’s how it should be.” 

Xiao Yuxuan also agreed with this approach, she said, “Although those freshly graduated college 

students are still lacking in terms of technology and ability, they have more potential and accept new 

technology and new things faster, and with the drive of the old technicians, I believe that in five to ten 

years at most, they will become the mainstay of the group, and at that time, the group will also usher in 

a blowout development.” 

Ji Feng nodded and smiled, but in his heart, he was very relieved. 

Whether it was Xiao Yuxuan or Han Zhong, their vision was already very long-term, which was a great 

blessing for a company that intended to develop in the long run! 

Because even the greatest difficulties are transient, as long as one bites the bullet, there is always a 

solution, leaders without a long-term strategic vision are the most frightening! 
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“Since you still have the new technology in your hands, why don’t we just work with domestic 

companies and just leave the Four Star Group out of it, what do you think of that?” Han Zhong asked. 

Knowing that Ji Feng still had more advanced technology in his hands, Han Zhong’s confidence suddenly 

increased, and he even wanted to leave the Four Star Group out of the picture. 

It was really because, the people of the Four Star Group were too arrogant. 

Anyway, Han Zhong was the general manager of a large group with billions of dollars in assets, and with 

shares in the Tengfei Group in his hands, it would not be too much to say that he was half owner of the 

Tengfei Group. 



The people of the Four Star Group, led by Li Zaimin, did not regard him at all. Not to mention Li Zaimin, 

even the ordinary employees of the Four Star Group did not have the slightest respect for him, which 

was evident from the fact that the employees of the Four Star Group were laughing and joking in the 

meeting room. 

Han Zhong was not a masochist, so how could he willingly be treated so coldly by others? 

Originally, he could tolerate the situation because the cooperation with the Four Star Group was related 

to the future development of the Tengfei Group, and if he fell out with Li Zemin and the others, it would 

have a great impact on the Tengfei Group. 

But now it was different. 

Ji Feng had new technology in his hands, so he had more options. It was naturally better to cooperate 

with large multinational groups, but it was not impossible to cooperate with domestic enterprises. 

You know, the Brother Group in China once seized the opportunity to produce a small refrigerator, 

which was specially provided to foreign university students and single men and women who had just 

joined the workforce, and it was a great success. 

Since then, the Brother Group has opened up the international market and gradually established its own 

sales channels. Although its overall strength is not as strong as that of a giant like the Four Star Group, it 

is still stable. 

It would be the same for the Tengfei Group if it cooperated with the Brother Group. What the Tengfei 

Group needs now is a channel to go international, and that’s all. 

What Tengfei needs now is a channel to go international, that’s all. Working with a domestic company 

can also go international and even strengthen its own company, why not? 

Since this was the case, Han Zhong was no longer willing to be angry with the Four Star Group. 

However, Ji Feng smiled and asked, “Yu Xuan, what do you mean?” 

Xiao Yuxuan pondered for a moment before saying, “I do think that it’s not the time to set aside the 

Four Star Group.” 

Ji Feng smiled, “How so?” 

“I think so, since right now the Four Star Group has really thought that the Sunny Group is involved, if 

they really want to cooperate with us, then they will definitely still send people to contact us next, and 

in that case, we can be tough when it comes to negotiations!” 

Xiao Yuxuan analyzed calmly, a gleam of wisdom in her pair of beautiful eyes, “If I were to say so, we can 

absolutely continue to cooperate with the Four Star Group, however, the terms must be very, very low, 

after all, the channels of the Four Star Group are still a bit more extensive than those of the domestic 

enterprises.” 

“That’s fine.” Han Zhong immediately nodded and said, “As long as the Four Star Group takes the 

initiative to contact us, then it will be us who takes the initiative, when the time comes, we must press 



the conditions to the minimum, to make it difficult for the Four Star Group to be stuck! If they don’t 

agree, then it’s not too late for us to contact the domestic companies again.” 

Ji Feng smiled, “In that case, then you guys can discuss it, I won’t be involved in making decisions.” 

Han Zhong said excitedly, “You’ve already helped a lot, if it wasn’t for you, we’d all still be suffering from 

those Kerry people right now!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “Han Zhong, you have to remember that in future, no matter what time 

it is, the first thing you have to ensure is that we can’t grovel to beg for cooperation with others, you 

don’t have to worry about the technical aspects, the most important thing is that you can’t lose the 

backbone of the Chinese people, business has to be done, but dignity is more important!” 

“As long as I have these words from you, I know what to do!” Han Zhong said in a deep voice. 

“I really should have called you earlier.” Xiao Yuxuan’s beautiful eyes flashed when it came to dignity, Ji 

Feng sat there, yet he had his own kind of aura that was not angry, making Xiao Yuxuan’s beautiful eyes 

sparkle. 

“In the future, when you encounter difficulties, you have to tell me in time.” Ji Feng said, “It’s also my 

fault, I rarely ask about the group’s development at home, I’ll pay attention to it in the future.” 

“Mm~” 

Xiao Yuxuan had a light smile on the corner of her mouth and nodded her head slightly. 

Seeing this imploring look on their faces, Han Zhong couldn’t help but smile and ask, “So what, should I 

take a back seat now?” 

Xiao Yuxuan instantly blushed slightly on her pretty face. 

“Bullshit!” 

Ji Feng, however, cursed with a laugh, “You wouldn’t need to avoid it, instead, I should go.” 

Han Zhong was stunned, “In such a hurry? You don’t want to finish your lunch before you leave?” 

Ji Feng looked at the time and shook his head, “I’d rather not, it happens to be the weekend and I have 

an errand to run.” 

Xiao Yuxuan then stood up, “Then let me see you off ……” 

Ji Feng smiled and patted her soft little hand, laughing, “No need, you go back to the office and rest for a 

while, the day is warm and people tend to get sleepy.” 

“Mm, I will, don’t worry.” Xiao Yuxuan nodded her head slightly. 

“Tch~~!” 

Seeing their look that was full of warmth, Han Zhong was suddenly a little uncomfortable again as he 

stroked the slightly bubbling stubble on his chin and thought to himself, “Isn’t it time for me to find a 

girlfriend too?” 



Meanwhile, Li Zaimin, who had left the Tengfei Group in a hurry, was on his way back to the Four Star 

Group’s Jiangzhou office and was calling someone. 

“Father, it’s me ……” 

Li Zhaemin’s eyes kept flickering, his heart was very weak, he felt as if he had made a big mistake, so 

when he called, his heart couldn’t help but thump. 

Immediately afterwards, a low voice came from the other end of the line, “I know it’s you, how are your 

talks with the Tengfei Group in China going?” 

Lee Jae-min’s throat was a little dry: “That …… is still, still talking.” 

“Humph! Lee Jae Min, you are too disappointing to me, if it was your elder brother, I am afraid that the 

agreement would have been reached by now, so long has passed, but actually still talking about ……” the 

voice on the phone suddenly became unhappy, “So, you are calling me, just to tell me this?” 

Lee Jaemin’s heart immediately tightened and he said in a panic, “No, no, father, I saw the Kepong 

people in the Tengfei Group today, it seems to be someone from the Sunny Group!” 

“Hmm?” 

The voice on the other end of the phone was a little surprised, but quickly regained his composure: “This 

is to be expected, the Sunny Group is our biggest competitor, the Tengfei Group’s 3D TV sets have a 

certain advantage all over the world, it’s not surprising that they would be moved, however, there is 

hatred between the Chinese and the Kepong people, so your chances are good, as long as you show 

sincerity and talk, There won’t be much of a problem.” 

“But ……” 

At this point, the voice on the other end of the phone suddenly went a few notches too high: “I have to 

remind you that the important thing about the Chinese people’s 3D TV technology is not how much 

profit their product can generate, but that according to the military, this technology has the potential to 

be used in the military field, which is an excellent opportunity for our great Kerry nation and definitely 

not to be missed, if you make a fool of yourself and do something stupid in China, thus making us is go 

the chance to master this advanced technology …… hum!” 

This cold snort immediately made Lee Jaemin’s face change, so that he dared not say what he had 

actually done even more, and just hurriedly nodded, “Yes, father.” 

“Remember, if you fail, your grandfather will definitely think more highly of your big brother, and when 

that happens, you will never have any place in our family again!” 

Snap! 

The phone was hung up. 

Listening to the burst of busy sounds coming from the phone, Lee Jae Min only felt his throat dry and his 

mouth bitter. 



“How could this happen ……” Li Zaimin’s eyes straightened and a feeling of regret arose in his heart, if he 

had known this, why did he still act so high and mighty in the Tengfei Group ah, he should not have 

shown his true attitude ah …… 

“What can I do now?” 

…… 

“Young Ji, are we going back?” In the car, Bai Zhu asked. 

“You drive first, I’ll make a phone call.” Ji Feng said. 

Bai Zhu then complied and started the car, leaving the compound of Tengfei Group, Ji Feng sat in the 

back seat and took out his mobile phone to dial a number. However, the beep that the other party’s 

phone was switched off came from the receiver. 

“It’s switched off?” 

Ji Feng frowned slightly, he thought about it, called out another number and dialed it. 

“Young Ji?” The call was answered and a cheerful voice came through, “Why did you remember to call 

me?” 

“Hello, Uncle Rong, not busy now, are you?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“Not busy, it’s the weekend, it’s very leisurely.” The person on the other end of the phone laughed 

cheerfully, “What’s up, young Ji?” 

“There is something I want to discuss with you, I already contacted Su Yan before, but her phone was 

off, so I called you here ……,” Ji Feng smiled, “If you have time, then I’ll come over now? ” 

The person who talked to Ji Feng on the phone was none other than Rong Suyan’s father, Rong Peng. 

“No problem no problem.” Rong Peng smiled brightly when he heard this, “I was thinking of being bored 

at home over the weekend and going fishing to pass the time accurately, I couldn’t be happier if you 

could come.” 

“That’s great …… By the way, why is Suyan’s phone off?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“Suyan she …… alas, it’s better to wait until you come.” Rong Peng wanted to say something, as if there 

was something bad to say, just sighed. 

Ji Feng’s heart immediately tightened, could it be that something had happened to Rong Suyan? 

He didn’t have time to think more and immediately nodded, “Alright then, I’m going over there.” 

After closing the line, Ji Feng immediately said to Bai Zhu, “Bai Zhu, do you know the address of Rong 

Suyan’s house? Try to get there quickly!” 

Bai Zhu nodded and said, “Yes.” 

And then, the motor roared and the BMW X6 quickly disappeared at the end of the road …… 
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“What the hell is going on?” 

Sitting in the car looking out the window at the landscape trees and green belts that were flying 

backwards, Ji Feng was a little puzzled in his heart, and at the same time, he was also vaguely anxious. 

At this moment, he was on his way to Rong Peng’s home. 

Ever since Ji Feng called Rong Suyan’s electric arc and found out that she had switched off her phone, 

and Rong Peng was talking on the phone, Ji Feng couldn’t help but feel a little anxious in his heart. 

Rong Suyan had founded Rong’s Ventures, and according to what Ji Feng had learned, Rong’s Ventures 

had currently invested in several projects, so it was reasonably impossible for Rong Suyan, as the 

company’s president, to normally switch off her phone. 

Even if she is afraid of being disturbed on weekends, but Ji Feng is calling her personal phone number, it 

is reasonable to say that she must keep in touch with the outside world. 

The reason is that in business, unexpected situations can occur at any time in the shopping mall, and if 

one is a little slow to react, it is likely to cause great losses. 

But she still turned off her phone. 

This made Ji Feng worried, and when he thought of Rong Peng’s tone of voice, he couldn’t help but 

frown slightly, could something have really happened to Rong Suyan? 

“Bai Zhu, speed up a bit more.” Ji Feng said in a deep voice. 

“You can’t go any faster, this has reached the maximum speed limit, any faster and you’ll be speeding.” 

Bai Zhu explained, “Young Ji, don’t be in a hurry, we’ll be there soon.” 

“…… Hmm!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, and then he explained, “I’m not in a hurry either, I just can’t contact Rong Suyan, 

so I thought, it’s good that nothing happens to her.” 

Bai Zhu pursed her lips and laughed: “Ji Shao, you don’t need to explain, I understand it all …… you don’t 

need to think about me, I’ve said it before, no matter what time it is, I’ll be your side guard, you don’t 

need to have any worries …… ” 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed bitterly, thinking that you understand what ah! 

Obviously, in this matter Bai Zhu must have misunderstood, she mistakenly thought that she and Rong 

Suyan have some kind of relationship between men and women, that’s why she said so. 

In fact, Ji Feng knew very well that there was really no such relationship between him and Rong Suyan. 

But Bai Zhu did not think so. 

…… If there was really no relationship between Ji Feng and Rong Suyan, then why would Ji Feng be so 

anxious when he heard that something might have happened to Rong Suyan, completely lacking his 

previous calmness? 

…… 



About half an hour or so later, the two of them finally arrived at Rong Suyan’s home. 

The reason is that it has not been too long since they moved to Jiangzhou, and they are still more or less 

unfamiliar with the situation in Jiangzhou, so Rong Peng’s family are still living together, and Rong Suyan 

has not moved out to live alone. 

The place where Rong Peng lives is located in the suburbs of Jiangzhou, a single villa, not too big in size, 

but the surrounding environment is very nice and clean, so it is very comfortable to live in. 

Perhaps it was also because the surroundings were too clean, so as soon as Ji Feng’s car stopped, he saw 

the wooden fence courtyard gate of the villa being pushed open and a slightly blessed figure walking out 

from inside, none other than a smiling Rong Peng. 

“Uncle, how are you?” Ji Feng greeted with a smile as he got down from the car. 

“Good! You too.” Rong Peng said with a smile, “Young Ji, Miss Bai, hurry inside please ……” 

Ji Feng nodded and asked as he walked inside, “Uncle, what’s wrong with Su Yan?” 

When Rong Peng heard this, he couldn’t help but shake his head and sigh: “Alas …… don’t mention it, for 

some time now, this child has been sulking all day long, and it’s okay to go to work every day during the 

week, but once the weekend comes, she becomes depressed, either shutting herself up in her room 

alone or going to sit by the pond behind her. I don’t know what she’s thinking about, and your aunt and I 

can’t get any answers when we ask her. ……” 

“Sulking?” 

Ji Feng asked in surprise, “Even now?” 

Rong Peng said, “Isn’t it, otherwise why would I be so sad, sigh, really ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned, after all this time, Rong Suyan was just sulking? 

“I thought something had happened ……” remembering his previous nervousness, Ji Feng couldn’t help 

but shake his head and laugh, “Uncle, even if she is moping, how come this phone is not turned on ah, 

not afraid of something happening in the company ah? What can we do?” 

“That can do it, she does not turn on the phone, so I can only leave my phone number to Su Yan’s 

assistant, fortunately this period of time also did not happen what important situation, otherwise, I am 

still very of can not deal with, after all, this is not too familiar with the situation of Rong’s venture capital 

…… ” 

Rong Peng shook his head, sighed and said something. 

Ji Feng but listened to the brow slightly wrinkled, he did not expect, Rong Suyan this depression actually 

lasted for some time. 

After thinking about it, Ji Feng couldn’t help but ask: “Uncle, when did Suyan start to become like this 

now?” 

Rong Peng said, “It’s been more than a month.” 



“Then could she have been stimulated by something or, encountered something that hit her hard more 

than a month ago?” Ji Feng asked again. 

“This ……” 

Rong Peng revealed a thoughtful look before shaking his head, “I don’t think so, after finding out that 

she wasn’t too happy, I also talked to the employees of Rong’s Ventures about the situation and they all 

said that nothing unusual had happened, but Suyan suddenly became like this ……” 

Ji Feng nodded thoughtfully and mused, “Then ……” 

“Ugh~” 

Rong Peng shook his head and said with a sad face, “What I’m most worried about right now is that I’m 

afraid that Su Yan is not depressed …… You also know that depressed patients can’t feel that they are ill 

themselves, and patients with serious conditions also… …will also have the tendency to commit suicide 

……” 

Ji Feng’s eyes snapped open, “Is it possible?” 

“Who knows! It’s not good for me to offer to take her to the hospital for a checkup, besides she looks 

like a normal person on weekdays, she looks like nothing is wrong, only after work, or on weekends, so 

this has been dragged out ……” Rong Peng shook his head. 

Ji Feng immediately said, “Uncle, where is Suyan now?” 

Rong Peng pointed in the direction of the back of the villa, “It’s by that pond in the middle of the 

neighborhood, I think it’s in the gazebo.” 

Ji Feng said, “I’ll go over and take a look …… Bai Zhu, you can rest here first.” 

When Rong Peng said that, Ji Feng couldn’t stay a bit. 

What was it like to be a depressed person, although Ji Feng had never seen one with his own eyes, he 

had heard of many. For example, an extremely famous superstar in Hong Kong was suffering from this 

disease and ended up committing suicide. 

It is said that once the depression worsens, they will have suicidal thoughts, sometimes so strong that it 

is as if a bull-headed horse is dragging you to your death, as if the sky is pushing you to the ground. 

If Rong Suyan is really suffering from depression, then it should still be in the early stages and can still be 

cured at this time …… but in Ji Feng’s heart, he still doesn’t want Rong Suyan to be suffering from 

depression. 

“How can it be depression ……,” Ji Feng shook his head while walking, wondering in his heart. 

“It doesn’t make sense, it’s not like Suyan has gone through any stimulation during this time.” 

According to what he had heard, generally depressed people have experienced great sorrow and joy, or 

have had violent mood swings, such as some people who were originally brilliant, but suddenly suffered 

some natural or man-made disaster, their families were broken, or their families were in the middle of 

the road, and they couldn’t think straight for a while, and gradually became depressed. 



Although the Rong family had lost some money in the previous share split, the loss was not significant. 

Moreover, the original Rong Peng Group was not owned by the Rong family, but by the Wu family, and 

Rong Peng only helped the Wu family to manage it. 

This is something that Rong Suyan knew very well before. 

What’s more, later because of Zheng Yuxiu’s stupid move, which made Ji Feng catch the pigtails of the 

Wu and Zheng families, the Wu family was finally forced to give him the share belonging to Rong Peng, 

and then the Rong family moved to Jiangzhou …… Overall, the Rong family didn’t lose anything. 

“So …… was the last assassination that left Rong Suyan in shock?” Ji Feng thought of another possibility. 

Before the Chinese New Year, there had been assassins who had come to assassinate Rong Suyan, and 

those were Qin Feiyu and Yan Hong, but of course their final target was aimed at themselves, but at that 

time Rong Suyan had also been harassed. 

So, could it be that that one incident had frightened Rong Suyan, thus leaving a shadow in her heart? 

It is not impossible that this is the case. 

Ji Feng secretly analysed, and then, he suddenly stopped in his tracks and his gaze fell on the front. 

He saw that a hundred metres or so in front of him was a somewhat classical gazebo, and on the bench 

in the gazebo was a delicate figure sitting. 

It was Rong Suyan. 

Ji Feng stopped and looked over, only to see Rong Suyan at the moment, dressed in a sports outfit, 

wearing trainers on her feet, and her originally long, flowing hair was tied up, forming a ponytail behind 

her head, her whole person could be described as full of relaxation and vitality. 

In addition, Rong Suyan herself is incomparably beautiful, the years can not leave any traces on her face 

and body at all, so at this moment, Rong Suyan looks like a twenty-year-old university flower …… In fact, 

even now Rong Suyan is back to school, still deserves to be the school flower. 

However, if you look closely at Rong Suyan’s face, you will find that on her stunning face, there is a faint 

wisp of sadness that cannot be concealed, or perhaps it would be more appropriate to say melancholy. 

In particular, Rong Suyan is curled up with her legs, both hands clutching her calves, her chin resting on 

her knees, her eyes slightly drooping, and her pair of beautiful eyes not knowing what they are looking 

at, seemingly without focus at all …… All her actions show that at this moment, Rong Suyan is thinking 

about something on her mind. 

When you see Rong Suyan like this, Ji Feng is not in a hurry to go over, instead he leaned to the side, 

then held his arms and watched carefully. 
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“Phew~~!” 

In the gazebo, Rong Suyan looked sultry, her red lips gently opening, as if she wanted to spit out all 

those troubling things in her heart. 



However, her complexion was no better, she only slightly measured her body to make herself lean more 

comfortably on the back of the chair, her gaze fell on the pond of water, and she let out another soft 

sigh. 

“Another year has passed.” 

Rong Suyan looked at the pond of water that had been blown up in layers of ripples by the mighty wind 

and secretly said, “I’ve aged another year too ……” 

She shook her head, her gaze disappointed, as if she remembered something. 

“It’s strange that someone is actually sighing here on this windy and beautiful day!” Suddenly, a voice 

came over, instantly startling Rong Suyan, she turned her head in a panic and looked at the voice, and 

was stunned. 

“Ji Feng?” 

Rong Suyan looked at Ji Feng with great consternation, “How come you’re here?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “How come I can’t be here? If I told you that I bought a house in this villa area and was 

going to move here, would you believe me?” 

“Really?!” 

Rong Suyan immediately asked, a strange look flashing in her eyes. 

However, when she saw the derisive smile on Ji Feng’s face, she immediately understood that Ji Feng 

was teasing her. In fact, if you think about it, why would Ji Feng want to move here when he was living in 

his home so well? 

The villa area is not much worse than here, so Ji Feng naturally does not need to go to such great 

lengths. 

So Rong Suyan directly gave Ji Feng a white look and snapped, “Younger Ji, you don’t have nothing 

better to do than to come here to amuse the little lady, do you?” 

Ji Feng laughed, “What do you think?” 

Rong Suyan smiled sweetly: “I think you shouldn’t be that bored …… Say, big young man, what’s the 

matter with suddenly running here to find me?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Originally, I did have something to find you, but I heard that you have been moping 

lately, and then I saw that sad look you had just now, I really don’t know what to say.” 

Rong Suyan instantly blushed, gave him a white look and snapped, “What do you mean by a sad look …… 

I was just a little lost in thought!” 

Ji Feng smiled, that is still called lost in thought? 

He laughed: “Lost in thought …… is not missing anyone, right? I just heard you sighing, could it be that 

your love life is not going well?” 



Ji Feng, however, did not notice that when he said these words, Rong Suyan’s pretty face blushed 

imperceptibly, while her eyes flicked over Ji Feng’s face in a panic, and only when she saw that there 

was nothing different about Ji Feng’s expression did she quietly let out a sigh of relief. 

It seems that this guy didn’t overhear what he was saying just now …… 

But immediately, Rong Suyan couldn’t help but feel ashamed in her heart, she was really confused, just 

now she had been talking to herself in her heart, even if Ji Feng had smooth ears, how could he hear 

other people’s hearts? 

It’s hard to believe that this guy can also read minds! 

“So stupid yo ……” Rong Suyan couldn’t help but blush for herself. 

“What, let me be right?” Seeing that Rong Suyan’s pretty face was slightly red, but she didn’t answer, Ji 

Feng couldn’t help but ask with a smile. 

“Even if you’re right, so what!” Rong Suyan gave him an angry white glance, then stood up from the 

bench, “It’s not like you can help me with emotional matters!” 

It’s really an emotional matter, isn’t it? 

Ji Feng smiled and couldn’t help but raise an eyebrow, his heart was a little weird at the same time, but 

he was also relieved, as long as it wasn’t depression, it seemed that it was just a false alarm and he was 

overly concerned. 

But …… 

Surprisingly, it was an emotional matter …… Ji Feng smiled, but was a little unsure of what to say, he just 

laughed: “If you don’t say it, how do you know I can’t help you?” 

Rong Suyan looked at him with a suspicious look and asked with a smirk, “You think you’re an expert on 

relationships? Oh, right, I almost forgot, you Ji Da Shao can indeed be called an expert in relationships, 

after all, you can have two such beautiful girls following you at the same time, and you can actually want 

to get along so well with each other …… This is indeed the first time I have seen such a situation.” 

She gave a derisive smile, “In this regard, even those fops who spend their days drinking and spending, 

don’t do as well as you do.” 

Ji Feng: “……” 

He could only rub his nose and shake his head with a bitter smile, “Suyan, when did you become so good 

at teasing people?” 

Rong Suyan blinked her beautiful eyes, “I’ve always been good at it, I just haven’t had the chance to 

exert it, thanks for giving me such an opportunity.” 

Ji Feng: “……” 

“I see you’re just trying to troll me, right?” Ji Feng asked with a bitter smile. 



Rong Suyan pursed her lips and smiled lightly, but did not reply, not knowing whether she was 

acquiescing or simply disagreed with Ji Feng’s words. 

Well …… 

Ji Feng shook his head and didn’t bother with her. After a while, he asked again, “By the way, since 

you’re distressed because you’re not doing well in your relationship, why don’t you explain it to your 

parents? I can see that your father is very worried.” 

Rong Suyan shook her head and said, “There are some things that can’t be said clearly.” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows and said nothing more, only nodding slightly, although he and Rong Suyan 

were friends, but after all, there was a difference between men and women, many times, what could be 

said between girlfriends, it was not suitable for him to continue to ask, and it might not be suitable to 

listen. 

“Well ……” 

Rong Suyan stretched a lazy waist, under the sportswear wrapped in a beautiful body immediately 

exhibited beautiful arc, so that Ji Feng can not help but brighten up before the eyes, some unconsciously 

put the head to the side, always bad so stare at people’s bodies …… 

  

Ji Feng nodded slightly, and the two of them walked back together, shoulder to shoulder. 

After walking for a while, Ji Feng still couldn’t help himself and suddenly asked, “Su Yan, can I take the 

liberty to ask you a question?” 

“Ask away!” Rong Suyan nodded her head. 

“You said the relationship is not going well …… then which is your boyfriend, can I know?” Ji Feng asked 

somewhat carefully, while asking this question, his heart also had some strange feelings. 

It seems …… 

He wanted to know the answer, but it seemed like he didn’t want to know the answer at the same time. 

Rong Suyan put her hands backwards above **** her stunning face with a wry look on it and said, “If I 

said, I don’t have a boyfriend yet, would you believe me?” 

“No boyfriend?” 

Ji Feng was slightly stunned, “Then why are you still saying that your love life is not going well?” 

Rong Suyan pursed her lips, “Does a love life have to be two people getting all mushy and kissy 

together? Does liking someone not count as giving emotionally?” 

“Of course it doesn’t count.” Ji Feng laughed, “So you don’t have a boyfriend? Then who is the person 

you like?” 

“Is there someone I like ……” 



Rong Suyan gave him a deep look and suddenly spread a smile, “That’s a jerk! And a fool!” 

Ji Feng was stunned: “Why? Since he’s a jerk, you still like him?” 

Rong Suyan smiled sweetly, “Because I like him and he doesn’t know it, or pretends not to know it …… 

so he’s either a jerk or a fool ……” 

After saying that, she guffawed and walked quickly to the front. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned …… 

…… 

“Mr. Ji, this girl, you two please have some water ……” Mrs. Rong said warmly as she brought the cup of 

tea over. 

“Aigoo …… thank you, auntie mother.” 

Ji Feng and Bai Zhu hurriedly took the teacups over, and only after a good deal of politeness did 

everyone settle down. 

Rong Peng and Rong Suyan sat on the sofa opposite the two of them, waiting for him to say the purpose 

of the trip. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Uncle, Suyan, in fact, this time I am here, there is indeed something I want to 

discuss with you, to be precise, I want to do something with you, so I want to ask you what you think.” 

Rong Peng couldn’t help but ask, “Oh? What is it that still requires you to come all the way here 

personally?” 

Ji Feng’s identity was known to Rong Peng, if he could bother Ji Feng personally, then this matter might 

not be simple ah. 

As expected, only to hear Ji Feng said, “It’s like this, uncle, the South Guangdong Brilliant Group …… oh, 

that is, the former Rongpeng Group, right now is going to cooperate with the people of Jie Peng, I have 

to go to stop this cooperation between them, this is the most basic purpose.” 

“Hmm?” 

As soon as Rong Peng heard that the matter involved the former Rong Peng Group, he immediately 

frowned, “To cooperate with the Jie Peng people? Is it with those few strategic projects?” 

Ji Feng nodded, “That’s right! Uncle has a sharp eye and hit the nail on the head.” 

Rong Peng waved his hand and said, “I don’t have a sharp vision either, I’m just a bit more familiar with 

those few projects than others. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Uncle’s analysis is correct. Those strategic projects should not fall into the 

hands of the Kepong people, so I have to stop them!” 

Rong Peng said, “As a matter of fact, I have always believed that business is indeed about making 

money, and as a boss, the biggest sin is not making money! However, making money has to be done in a 

proper way, and you can’t let people poke you in the back!” 



“Uncle, that’s a good point!” Ji Feng nodded heavily, he believed that what Rong Peng was living was 

true, because to the extent that Rong Peng Xian was at this point, there was absolutely no reason for 

him to use such pedestrian means to put gold on his face, this should be his true thoughts. 

As a businessman who can think like this, Rong Peng is more respectable than those black-hearted guys 

who are bent on getting into the money and doing whatever they can to make money, as well as those 

who are trying to do everything they can to turn state-owned enterprises into their personal businesses. 

“Since uncle also thinks so, then has uncle ever thought of returning to Southern Guangdong again?” Ji 

Feng asked. 

“Returning to Southern Guangdong again?” 
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Since uncle also thinks so, has uncle ever thought of returning to Southern Guangdong again?” Ji Feng 

asked. 

“Returning to Southern Guangdong again?” 

Rong Peng and Rong Suyan exclaimed in shock at the same time. 

Both father and daughter looked at Ji Feng in shock, especially Rong Suyan, whose eyebrows knitted up: 

“Ji Feng, you’re not joking, are you?” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Of course not, I came here today because I specifically wanted to invite uncle to go 

around Southern Guangdong with me, how could I possibly joke about such things!” 

Rong Suyan’s beautiful eyes instantly glared, “So that’s really what you think?” 

Ji Feng nodded, “That’s right.” 

Rong Suyan couldn’t help but angrily say, “You know that we just left Nan Yue not long ago and all our 

assets have been moved to Jiang Zhou, now Nan Yue has nothing to do with us at all, but in the end, you 

want my father to jump into that whirlpool again? Big young man, don’t behave like this!” 

Rong Peng secretly touched his daughter’s back next to him, he was signalling for Rong Suyan not to be 

so hard in her tone when she spoke to Ji Feng. 

After all, Ji Feng’s status was there, and he wasn’t in a particularly close relationship with their family. 

You know, in the past, when Rong Suyan was with Wu Zhihe, Rong Peng and his family, they were all still 

polite and courteous to the two brothers, Wu Zhihe and Wu Zhiyong, not to mention, now Ji Feng and 

Rong Suyan were just friends? 

If they displeased Ji Feng, it might affect their relationship. 

However, Rong Suyan didn’t care about this at all, and she didn’t want to care either. Anyway, what Ji 

Feng did was not right, so she wanted to say it and had no qualms about it. 



Most importantly, and I don’t know what’s going on, Rong Suyan finds herself not afraid of offending Ji 

Feng at all in her heart, instead she just wants to go against him …… This feeling makes Rong Suyan’s 

heart flustered. 

But people are often like this, the more weak-minded they are, the tougher they appear on the surface, 

which is called colorful and weak inside …… Even people with high acting skills will be weak when they 

have no bottom in their hearts. 

So Rong Suyan said fiercely, “Eldest young man, you are not thinking of using my father as cannon 

fodder to go to South Guangdong to attract firepower, and then you can cover you to do something 

else, right?” 

“How is that possible!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but sun himself and shook his head, laughing, “Do you think I’m that kind of 

person?” 

Rong Suyan bristled, “That’s hard to say, I don’t know you well, so who knows what kind of person you 

are ……” 

“Suyan! What are you talking about!” 

As soon as Rong Peng heard this, he couldn’t help but glare at his daughter, “What nonsense, no 

manners at all, thanks to the fact that you’re still so old!” 

Rong Suyan did not say anything. 

Rong Peng felt a bit strange, he was more or less surprised to look at his daughter, his heart was very 

strange: “Why does Suyan always feel a bit strange today, it’s completely different from the past!” 

You know, although Rong Suyan used to flirt with others, or encounter rivals, or to those who were ill-

intentioned, she was never polite. 

However, her character was very dignified and quiet, with a kind of breezy feeling. 

This was especially true when she took charge of the Rong Peng Group. She would not get angry easily, 

and even when she encountered something excessive, Rong Suyan would only say something verbally, 

rather than questioning Ji Feng outright like she did now. 

This made Rong Peng a little surprised and at the same time a little worried, so he hurriedly chided his 

daughter, and then turned to Ji Feng and said, “Ji Shao, don’t mind ……” 

Ji Feng waved his hand with a smile and said, “Uncle don’t think too much, I’m friends with Suyan, it’s 

normal for us to joke around like this, it’s not very much, on the contrary, when you are so polite, it 

makes me all uncomfortable.” 

The fact is that the family has no intention of staying in Southern Guangdong since we broke up with the 

Wu family. After we came here, we also have even less intention of having any more involvement with 

the Wu family or Nan Yue ……” 

“Ji Shao, what I mean by that, you understand, right?” Rong Peng asked with a smile. 



“I understand.” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and said, “Uncle, I can understand your mind, and I also understand what 

you are worried about …… Let me tell you this way, this time I came to invite you, not because I want 

you to be cannon fodder, but I really want to invite you to go to Nan Yue with me, on the one hand, to 

stop the Brilliant Group’s cooperation with the Boundary Pontiffs, on the other hand, it is also for the 

sake of the Brilliant Group.” 

Rong Peng asked, “What does that mean?” 

Ji Feng smiled slightly, “Uncle, in the hands of some people, the Brilliant Group is just a tool, a bargaining 

chip, nothing more. But if we give the Brilliant Group a new helmsman, I think the social benefits that 

this huge group can create, I don’t need to say much uncle, you know very well, right?” 

“Change the person at the helm of the Brilliant Group?” 

Rong Peng’s eyes couldn’t help but jump wildly a few times, but he asked without moving his voice, 

“Young Ji, I don’t quite understand what you mean!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Simply put, I think it’s not appropriate for the Brilliant Group to be controlled by the 

Wu Family all the time, I think uncle is more suitable to be the person in control of the Brilliant Group.” 

Rong Peng’s face changed and he shook his head and laughed: “Young Ji, you are joking, now that Rong 

Peng …… has nothing to do with me, I don’t have a single share in it, so how can I talk about controlling 

the Brilliant Group? The actual fact is, I don’t want to have anything to do with the Wu family, now that 

I’m older, I just want to live the rest of my life in peace and quiet.” 

When the words were said here, actually Rong Peng was already politely refusing, and the meaning of 

this refusal was also very clear. 

…… I am too old to go to South Guangdong to toss things around, I will not accompany you. 

The actual fact is that you can’t be able to get a good deal on a lot of the things that you need to do. 

If not, why would Rong Peng still want to call the name ‘Rong Peng Group’ when talking about the 

Brilliant Group? 

It was only when the words were on his lips that he hastily changed it. 

This shows that the name Brilliant Group is still taboo in his heart, and he obviously still has some 

resentment and grievances in his heart, but only because the Wu family is too powerful, Rong Peng can 

do nothing about it. 

“Uncle, don’t be so hasty to answer first, as I said, I have actually come to invite you out this time for 

two purposes, the first is to stop the cooperation between the Brilliant Group and the Boundary Peng 

people, you are more than familiar with the situation of the Brilliant Group, in order to stop their 

cooperation, it is inevitable that you have to be there to advise.” 

Ji Feng smiled, “But after stopping their cooperation, it will be your turn to step in, uncle.” 

Rong Peng was stunned, “What do you mean?” 



Ji Feng smiled faintly, “What if, say, this time the Brilliant Group was crushed at once? Or it’s in jeopardy 

and you, uncle, take over, what do you think?” 

“That’s not possible!” Rong Peng said flatly, “I know the situation of the Brilliant Group best, even if we 

don’t cooperate with the Kepong people, it definitely won’t be that easy to be collapsed, young Ji, it’s 

not that my old man is hitting you, your idea is a bit whimsical.” 

“Perhaps.” 

Ji Feng laughed, “But what if say the Brilliant Group was really defeated?” 

Rong Peng kept shaking his head, “Even if there was really such a possibility, it would be pitifully small.” 

Ji Feng nodded, “Then if the Brilliant Group really ended up being broken or became shaky, what would 

uncle say?” 

Rong Peng laughed, “If that’s really the case, then I’ll do whatever Ji Shao says, I’ll definitely not go back 

on my word.” 

“Then we can agree on that.” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Well!” 

Rong Peng nodded, “It’s a deal, Su Yan can testify to us …… huh!” 

Ji Feng also followed and smiled, “Uncle, just having this agreement is not enough, as I said just now, to 

stop their cooperation, I will still have many questions to ask you, I will have to bother you more in the 

future.” 

Rong Peng smiled, “It’s alright, I don’t have much else, I just have a lot of time now.” 

Ji Feng immediately smiled and nodded, “That would be great, uncle, since I have this word from you, 

then I have nothing to worry about, I can let go of it.” 

“Well!” 

Rong Peng nodded his head, his face full of smiles. 

When Ji Feng saw this kind of look on his face, he understood in his heart that Rong Peng did not take 

their agreement seriously at all, he obviously took this agreement as a joke between the two of them. 

But Ji Feng did not say anything, now Rong Peng treats their agreement as a joke, it does not matter, 

perhaps soon he will find out that he is not joking with him, but very serious in talking with him. 

When that time comes, there is no telling if Rong Peng will still have the same light-hearted attitude he 

has now. 

Rather, Rong Suyan, who was next to him, gave Ji Feng a deep look. 

She felt that this time her father’s promise seemed a bit hasty, at least she wouldn’t think that Ji Feng 

had come all the way to the house just to play a joke with her father. 

— Since they had moved to Jiangzhou for such a long time, how many times had Ji Feng come in total? 



He didn’t even come during some festivals sometimes! 

Rong Suyan quietly glared at Ji Feng with some anger, but she didn’t know what she was thinking. 

Seeing that Rong Peng didn’t have any intention to talk about it in depth and only took it as a joke, Ji 

Feng naturally didn’t continue this topic and talked to Rong Peng about other things instead. 

At this time, Mrs. Rong and the nanny had already returned from buying food, so Rong Suyan went to 

help in the kitchen. 

When she reached the kitchen door, Rong Suyan looked back and saw that Ji Feng was sitting on the 

sofa, slightly reclined, with one elbow propped up on the armrest of the sofa, his entire bearing was 

extraordinary, as if he was a big man, with a kind of great general’s poise. 

Rong Suyan could not help but be a little lost in thought …… 
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When she walked to the kitchen door, Rong Suyan, however, looked back and saw that Ji Feng was 

sitting on the sofa, slightly reclined, one elbow propped on the armrest of the sofa, the whole person 

had an extraordinary bearing, as if a big man, with a kind of great general’s demeanor. 

Rong Suyan couldn’t help but be a little lost in thought …… 

“Girl, what are you thinking about, why are you frozen?” A voice suddenly came. 

“Ah!” 

Rong Suyan was instantly startled, she turned around in a panic, and saw her mother, Madam Rong, 

standing in front of her, she couldn’t help but complain, “Mom~~ you scared me to death.” 

But Mrs. Rong said, “You’re the one who scared me, I’ve called you several times and you haven’t 

responded, why are you still reacting so much ……” 

When the words came out, Mrs. Rong seemed to remember something, she immediately followed Rong 

Suyan’s line of sight just now and then her eyes naturally fell on Ji Feng’s body, she then realized that 

her daughter was looking at Ji Feng just now. 

“This young man is indeed not bad.” Mrs. Rong nodded slightly and said, “I heard your father say that he 

is not quite like those other sons of the family, very outstanding, is that right?” 

“What do you care about this, you wouldn’t know anyway if I told you ……” Rong Suyan pushed her 

mother and headed for the kitchen, “You, ah, it’s better to put your mind in the kitchen.” 

The fact is that although Mrs. Rong was once the wife of the boss of a private giant enterprise, she rarely 

asked about outside matters, and Rong Peng also rarely told his wife about some troubles at work, and 

Rong Suyan likewise did not want her mother to worry about work-related matters, so she would not 

complain to her mother about any troubles at all. 

“Humph. You really think that mum doesn’t understand anything, huh?” Mrs. Rong nudged her 

daughter, “Most of the sons and daughters of families like them are all fops, and occasionally there are 

one or two that are better, that’s already very good.” 



Rong Suyan looked at her mother in confusion and asked, “Mom, what does this have to do with me?” 

Mrs. Rong said, “Girl, are you playing mind games with mother?” 

Rong Suyan cried and laughed, “Mom, what kind of mind games am I playing with you, I don’t even 

know what you’re talking about ……” 

“Then what were you looking at just now?” Mrs. Rong asked with a smile, “In the past when Wu Zhihe 

that bastard came to our house, you never looked at him with that kind of eyes, but what about just 

now, you actually looked frozen ……” 

“Swish!” 

Rong Suyan instantly blushed as she snapped, “Mom~! What are you talking about.” 

The so-called “mother knows her daughter better than she knows her mother, you are my daughter, I 

raised you so much, can I say that I still don’t know you? You are my daughter, I have brought you up, 

can I not understand you?” 

Rong Suyan couldn’t help but feel some panic, she subconsciously gathered her hair and said softly, 

“Mom, you are overly concerned, I don’t like him, I just want to hear what he and my father are talking 

about, after all, I can’t let my father suffer, Mom, you shouldn’t think too much.” 

“I wish I was overthinking it.” 

Mrs. Rong sighed lightly and said, “Girl, since you don’t want to admit it, mum won’t force you, besides, 

you are also old enough to make your own decisions on many things …… but there is one thing mum 

must remind you, this woman which, no matter how capable she is or how big her career is, but in the 

end she still You need to find a home.” 

The actual fact is that you’ll be able to find a place to live. 

“But as the saying goes, a man is afraid of entering the wrong profession, and a woman is afraid of 

marrying the wrong man.” 

Mrs. Rong sighed lightly, “Girl, this is a lifelong matter, your happiness is at stake, don’t be blinded by 

the moment and do something you will regret for the rest of your life! How much damage did that 

bastard of the Wu family do to you before! That lesson once is enough ……” 

I understand that you’re worried about me, but I’ll definitely take care of my own affairs, so don’t worry 

about them. Besides, do I have to find a man in order to live? Isn’t it nice to be single for the rest of my 

life?” 

“You child, what are you talking about?” Mrs. Rong scolded with a laugh, “All day long, you have no 

sense of propriety. …… If a girl doesn’t get married, will she be an old girl? Girl, can’t have this kind of 

thinking ah, this pick a man to be strict, but also can’t say not to marry someone!” 

“Fine, fine, I remembered it still can’t I!” Rong Suyan immediately threw up her hands in surrender, 

“Mom, the guests are still waiting for dinner, let’s hurry up and cook.” 



“Ugh! You child ……” Seeing that her daughter was not willing to continue this topic, Mrs. Rong could 

only shake her head helplessly and went into the kitchen with her daughter to cook. 

After eating at Rong Peng’s house, Ji Feng and Bai Zhu didn’t stay much longer, they just sat for a little 

while before saying goodbye and leaving. 

In fact, eating in someone else’s home made Ji Feng more or less uncomfortable, especially since Mrs. 

Rong was particularly polite, so that he could only follow suit. 

In fact, if there were only Rong Peng and Rong Suyan, it wouldn’t have mattered, after all, Ji Feng was 

familiar with them. 

But this meal was a must. In fact, this is how it is in China, sometimes two people who have drank 

together many times may not be as good as having a meal at each other’s house, and this is why Ji Feng 

stayed for dinner. 

Otherwise, he could eat anywhere, he was always not short of food! 

Instead, after Ji Feng left, the Rong Peng family sat down together and Rong Suyan asked, “Dad, you 

made that promise with Ji Feng, did he take it seriously?” 

Rong Peng shook his head and laughed: “It’s okay to take it seriously, the mess of the Brilliant Group is 

too messy, without three to five years, it’s impossible to sort it out, although this Ji Feng has good 

ability, but after all, he is too young ……” 

  

In fact, in Rong Suyan’s opinion, Ji Feng is not only that simple. 

The other things aside, just his fight with the Wu family alone was enough to see how strong Ji Feng’s 

ability was, even Wu Zhiyong suffered a big loss at Ji Feng’s hands, wasn’t that enough to tell the story? 

Only, Rong Suyan also knew that her father was thinking that there was no equation between being 

capable and doing business. 

But what is the truth, Rong Suyan vaguely feels that her father is afraid that this time he may have lost 

his eyes. 

However, Rong Suyan did not know that while she was talking to her father, Mrs. Rong had seen her 

demeanour and behaviour in her eyes and was a bit worried. 

She had never been so talkative as long as there was nothing going on, and sometimes she could not 

even say a few words all day, but now, with a faint smile on her face, where was the sadness she had 

before? 

“This silly girl, I’m afraid she’s really moved ……” said Madam Rong secretly. 

…… 

“Ji Shao, are we going straight home? Or do we go to school to pick up Lei Lei?” Bai Zhu asked. 

“I’ll call Rei Rei first and ask ……” 



However, Ji Feng had just taken out his phone when the lilting phone rang. 

“Ding ……” 

Ji Feng looked down and saw that the phone was from Han Zhong, he shook his head and smiled, this 

was quite a coincidence, he casually picked up the phone, “Han Zhong, what’s up?” 

“Ji Feng, do you have time now?” Han Zhong’s voice came through, looking a bit eager. 

“What’s wrong?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Something has happened at my home, my mother didn’t make it clear on the phone, but from the tone 

of her voice it seems that the trouble is not small, if you have time, you should go back with me for a 

trip.” Han Zhong said. 

“No problem!” Ji Feng immediately agreed, “…… How about this, you go back first, I’ll also rush towards 

your house, we’ll meet up then.” 

“Mm!” 

After closing the line, Ji Feng immediately instructed Bai Zhu to rush to Han Zhong’s home, while he was 

wondering in his heart, what could have happened to Han Zhong’s home? 

The Han Group is not too big, but the scale is not small, Han Zhong’s father is also a dignified figure in 

the business world, even if there is any problem, he should basically be able to set things right, it is not 

so urgent to inform Han Zhong ah. 

“Could …… be their family conflict?” A possibility suddenly occurred to Ji Feng. 

“If that’s really the case ……,” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile bitterly, if it really was a 

family conflict, then it was inconvenient for him to follow and get involved. 

“No matter, anyway, have promised Han Zhong, better go first to see what has gone wrong.” Ji Feng 

shook his head and thought no more about it. 

Ji Feng met Han Zhong at the entrance of the neighborhood where his home was located, because Han 

Zhong’s home was also in the suburbs and was a relatively long distance away, so Ji Feng and Han Zhong 

arrived around the same time. 

“Han Zhong, what’s going on?” Ji Feng asked. 

“I’ve just arrived too, I haven’t gone home yet ……” Han Zhong shook his head, “Let’s go up first.” 

The three of them quickly arrived at the door of Han Zhong’s house, and saw a middle-aged woman 

pacing back and forth in the living room, holding a phone in her hand, wanting to dial it for a moment, 

but seeming to be apprehensive about something, hesitating and putting it down again. 

Han Zhong hurriedly walked over, “Mom, what’s wrong, why did you talk so urgently on the phone?” 

“Xiao Zhong, you are finally back ……” Han mother hurriedly greeted her son as soon as she saw that he 

had returned, “Something happened to your father, I was so anxious … ” 



“Mom, take it easy, what’s going on?” Han Zhong hurriedly helped his mother to sit down, “What 

happened to my father?” 

“I do not know ah!” 

Han mother said with a face full of anxiety, “I just came back from the beauty salon at noon, just ready 

to cook, who knows, I received a strange phone call, said it was your father’s debtor, looking for me to 

ask for money, that tone of voice is very bad ……” 
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“I don’t know!” 

Han’s mother said with an anxious face, “I just came back from the beauty salon at noon and was just 

about to cook, who knew that I would receive a strange phone call, saying that it was your father’s 

debtor, looking for me to ask for money, that tone of voice was very bad ……” 

As soon as this was mentioned, Han’s mother’s brow couldn’t help but wrinkle up, a look of disgust 

flashed in her eyes. 

Ji Feng could not help but secretly frown, obviously, the person who called must have said something 

unpleasant on the phone, or even some unpleasant words, otherwise, Han Zhong’s mother would not 

have looked like this. 

It was only because Han Zhong’s mother did not want to say something too clearly in front of herself. So 

the look of displeasure on her face only flickered, and then it was covered with anxiety again, as her 

husband was in trouble and she was naturally very worried. 

“Debtors?” 

Han Zhong was slightly stunned, “What debtor?” 

Han’s mother said, “That person said that your father lost 200 million to them, and now the person has 

been detained, asking me to get the money to ransom him immediately, if it’s late, your father ……” 

“My dad gambled? And lost two hundred million?” Han Zhong suddenly froze a little, “Didn’t my dad go 

to another city to talk business? Why did he still go gambling?” 

“If you’re asking me, who am I going to ask?!” Han’s mother said anxiously, and her tone was not so 

good. 

“Okay, mum, don’t be in a hurry ……” Han Zhong felt comforted, “Sit down first and slowly tell the 

details of what happened, starting from the time my dad left home until you received the call, and 

carefully tell it all All over again.” 

As he said that, Han Zhong hurriedly picked up the teapot under the coffee table and poured a glass of 

water for his mother. 

But Han’s mother waved her hand and said, “I don’t want to drink ……” 



At this time, where did she have the heart to drink water, “Since the day before yesterday, your father 

went on a business trip to East Linn City, saying that a client’s contract there was about to expire, so he 

had to go and maintain it, and he used to run all over the country, so this time I didn’t care.” 

Han Zhong nodded slightly, of course he knew his father’s habits, and there was no time for peace in 

business, the government needed to take care of things, customers needed to be maintained, and 

sometimes if something happened outside, he had to go there personally to check and deal with it. 

In fact, Han Zhong is often like this now, except that the business of the Tengfei Group is very stable and 

the market is booming, so Han Zhong puts his main focus on maintaining the market and considering the 

development of the group, so he doesn’t run outside so much. 

“What happened afterwards?” Han Zhong asked again. 

“Didn’t I get a call afterwards!” Han’s mother said angrily, “The man called and asked if I was Mrs. Han, 

and when I said yes, he said that your father had lost money and he was the debtor, and told me to get 

the money ready to pay your father’s debt, and he said that if we didn’t pay it back, it was hard to say 

what would happen …… ” 

“Arrogant!” 

Han Zhong snorted coldly, “Who does he think he is? I don’t know what consequences will happen yet, 

I’ll give them a few more guts and see what they dare to do to my father!” 

Han’s mother hurriedly said, “Xiao Zhong, don’t dare to talk nonsense! You’re still young, you don’t 

know the viciousness of this society, the world is so chaotic now, there are many bad people, and they 

are all ruthless, in case they really do something to your father, how can that be ……” 

“Don’t be anxious!” 

Han Zhong hurriedly waved his hand and said, “I’m not saying I won’t save my dad, I’m just a little angry 

that the other side is too arrogant …… Mom, did the other side say where my dad is now and where we 

have to go with the money to give it to them?” 

Han’s mother nodded and said, “The man said that we should prepare 200 million and then call him, and 

then he will tell us how to give the money ……” 

“Like that ……” 

Han Zhong shook his head slightly and exchanged a glance with Ji Feng. 

“Xiao Zhong, what do you think we can do about this?” Han’s mother asked anxiously, “Where can our 

family get so much money, the group is rich, but it’s not our family, this group is a lot of shareholders 

have a share!” 

“Well!” 

Han Zhong nodded his head and said, “I know.” 

The Han Group belonged to all shareholders, and their family was only the largest shareholder, which 

was why his father was the chairman, but that didn’t mean that they could do whatever they wanted. If 



they wanted to withdraw money from the Han Group now, on the one hand, two hundred million was 

too much, too large a sum, and it wasn’t easy to raise that much money in a short period of time. 

On the other hand, even if the Han Group had that much money, they could not withdraw it easily. 

After all, the other shareholders must surely think of their own interests. 

For a properly functioning group of companies, there is actually very little cash flow, basically only 

enough to keep things running, the rest of the money is either in fixed assets or being held down by 

goods, and even, many group companies still owe money to the bank. 

If they drained all the funds from Han’s group, the group’s operation would definitely be in trouble, and 

there was no way the other shareholders would agree to it. 

“Mom, did the other party say how long they want us to be ready within?” Han Zhong asked again. 

“No, he just said for us to be ready as soon as possible …… Xiao Zhong, he said that until we pay the 

money back, your father won’t have any food to eat ……” Han mother took Han Zhong’s hand and asked 

anxiously. “If we delay for a few days, your father will be starving just from hunger, ah, what should we 

do?!” 

Han Zhong’s face then turned completely gloomy, his eyes furious as he gritted his teeth and said, 

“Damn it!” 

When to give money, when to give food …… this is forcing them to give money as fast as possible, this is 

more poisonous than any bullying words. 

“The first thing you should do is to ask the shareholders in the group, I think they will help if we tell 

them the situation clearly, after all, they are your father’s friends, like your Uncle Li, he has been with 

your father for a decade or two, he can’t just stand by and watch your father starve to death!” Han’s 

mother said. 

Han Zhong shook his head and said, “Mom, don’t be anxious, I’ll figure out the money, but don’t call the 

shareholders, the news of my father’s accident must be kept strictly confidential, no one must be told!” 

If the shareholders knew that something had happened to my father, it would be strange if the company 

was not in chaos. 

There were already some shareholders who were not very right-minded, and could even be said to have 

ulterior motives, so how could they not take advantage of such a good opportunity? 

Although Han Zhong had not worked with those people, he had heard a lot of information from his 

father. 

Moreover, it was still unknown what was going on and whether there were any other hidden agendas in 

between, so naturally the fewer people who knew about this matter, the better. 

Therefore, this matter must not be known to those shareholders. 

Han’s mother couldn’t help but ask, “Where are you going to get the money, it’s not a small amount.” 



“Money is not a problem, I have my own way, so don’t worry about it.” Han Zhong waved his hand, 

“Mom, you just said that when we’ve raised the money, we can take the initiative to call the other party, 

right?” 

“Yes, that’s what that person said.” Han’s mother nodded her head. 

“Give me that person’s phone number, I’ll take care of this.” Han Zhong said. 

Han’s mother hurriedly gave Han Zhong the other person’s phone number, but was still anxious, “Xiao 

Zhong, don’t mess around, your father is still in their hands, don’t let them hurt your father!” 

Han Zhong nodded, “Mom, don’t worry, the other party is obviously just asking for money, they 

definitely won’t do anything to my dad, otherwise, that would be of a different nature, they’re not that 

stupid. Besides, I can raise this money thing in a day at most, so you don’t have to worry at all.” 

“Ugh! How can I not worry about it ……,” Hearing Han Zhong say this, Han’s mother relaxed somewhat, 

but the anxious look on that face still couldn’t fade away. 

“Mom, you take a rest first, I’ll discuss it with my friend.” Han Zhong brought the quilt to his mother, 

then turned to Ji Feng and gave him a wink, asking, “Ji Feng, this money can only be found to you to 

think of a solution, you see ……” 

“Money is not a problem, you know the situation of the Tengfei Group better than me, this money 

should be able to be taken out, right?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Well, the group’s liquidity is rich.” Han Zhong nodded his head. 

“This gentleman can raise the money?” Han’s mother was pleasantly surprised, “Then hurry up and 

contact that person and give them the money!” 

Han Zhong said, “Mom, the money is in the bank, such a large sum of money, even if you have to raise it 

then you have to make an appointment, think about it, what bank would keep such a large amount of 

cash on hand!” 

“So, how long will it take then?” Han’s mother asked. 

“Soon, you mustn’t be anxious, it will be fine soon.” Han Zhong consoled repeatedly. 

Only then did Han’s mother say, “You must be quick!” 

Han Zhong nodded, then said to Ji Feng, “Ji Feng, let’s go to the room, you contact the group’s finance 

……” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “No problem.” 

“This gentleman, thank you so much, thank you so much ……,” Han’s mother thanked him repeatedly. 

“Auntie don’t be polite, I’m good friends with Han Zhong, I’ll definitely help with this favor!” Ji Feng said, 

“It’s not convenient to talk here, I’ll go inside and make a phone call first.” 

“Hey hey!” Han’s mother nodded her head repeatedly. 



After that, Ji Feng and Han Zhong walked into a room, Han Zhong immediately closed the door and then 

asked in a low voice, “Ji Feng, what do you think about this?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Just from this information that auntie said, we can’t analyze anything, 

and we shouldn’t be preconceived, maybe the other party is really just asking for money …… Let’s do 

this, I’ll have someone check this phone number first.” 

Han Zhong nodded and gave the phone number to Ji Feng, while he couldn’t help but grit his teeth and 

said, “Holy shit …… if my dad is even slightly damaged, I’ll have to kill that son of a bitch alive!” 
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Han Zhong nodded and gave the phone number to Ji Feng, while he couldn’t help but grit his teeth and 

said, “Fuck him …… If my dad is even slightly damaged, I’ll have to kill that son of a bitch alive!” 

It was no wonder that Han Zhong was so annoyed, Ji Feng understood this very well. In fact, if he were in 

this situation, he would be even more furious than Han Zhong, and at that time he would really have the 

heart to tear the other party apart! 

But now he couldn’t just get angry, so Ji Feng just patted him on the shoulder and said, “Calm down first, 

it won’t help at all if you get angry here now, instead you might let your aunt hear you, and then she will 

be even more worried.” 

“I know.” 

Han Zhong nodded, his face was still ugly: “But when I think of that doggone bastard actually daring to 

treat my dad like that, even saying something like, if I don’t get the money my dad won’t be able to eat 

…… I’m really fuck him!” 

Ji Feng patted him on the shoulder and said, “Calm down, the priority now is not to send dumb hatred 

here, but to know where uncle is first and thus get him out, everything else can be postponed.” 

As he spoke, he directly sent the phone number that Han Zhong had given him, to Wang Xin. 

Soon Wang Xin’s call came through, “Boss, just check the location of this phone number?” 

Ji Feng said, “Check everything about this number, it’s best to find out the specific person who uses it, of 

course if you can’t find it, forget it, just do your best.” 

Wang Xin then understood, and she immediately said, “I’ll check it out.” 

“Well, hard work.” Ji Feng nodded, “No matter what results you find out, contact me immediately, don’t 

delay for a moment.” 

“Yes!” 

Wang Xin immediately answered. 

With that, she closed the line, and should have already started to check. 

However, Ji Feng did not put the phone away, he just held it in his hand, because he knew Wang Xin’s 

ability, as long as it was something about this, in front of Wang Xin that was not any problem at all! 



But even so, Ji Feng still did not have too much hope for this method, because many phone cards 

nowadays, there is no need to open an account at all, as long as you buy a phone card and plug it 

directly into your mobile phone you can make calls, such phone cards are now very common and can be 

bought everywhere. 

So it is really difficult to find out the information of the owner of the phone number from this aspect, 

and it can be said that it is almost impossible. 

Unless the other party is on a call, at which point it might be possible to locate them by some means. 

But now, before finding out the other party’s information, Ji Feng did not dare to call the other party 

rashly, in case he alerted the other party or angered them, then Han Zhong’s father’s personal safety 

would not be guaranteed. 

So the only thing they could do now was to wait for Wang Xin’s side to give a result of the investigation 

first. 

“I reckon it’s useless to trace it from the phone number.” Han Zhong shook his head and said, “Ji Feng, I 

think it’s better to call the other party directly, didn’t my mother say that the other party told her to 

take the initiative to contact once she was ready for the money, now since money is not an issue, it’s the 

same for us to contact.” 

Ji Feng shook his head, “That may not be the case! Let me ask you, in case the other party asks you to 

call the money directly, what will you do? Should you call or not call? Also, if the other party sees that 

you paid the money so readily, when they get greedy again and ask you for another sum of money, will 

you give it or not?” 

Han Zhong was at a loss for words. 

In fact, he knew in his heart that two hundred million was an astronomical amount for the vast majority 

of people! 

Anyone else who had easily received 200 million would be greatly stimulated, and then, driven by greed, 

the other party might want a second, third or even more. 

In that case, not to mention saving people, they would become the other party’s ATM machine. As for 

the father, that is exactly equivalent to a bank card with unlimited withdrawals, how could the other 

party release the person? 

“I understand this reasoning, but when I think of my father still in their hands I ……” Han Zhong shook his 

head helplessly. 

“Don’t be anxious, first stabilize, the other party is obviously just seeking money, they won’t do anything 

to uncle, as long as we calm down and take it one step at a time, there won’t be any problems.” Ji Feng 

said. 

“Things have come to this, this is all we can do.” Han Zhong shook his head and took a few deep breaths, 

trying hard to calm himself down. 



He knew that right now, he was in a state of care, so his mind was a bit out of balance and he was doing 

things in a broken manner. If he was still in this state when he fought with that gang next, then he would 

definitely be led by the other side by the nose when the time came! 

Han Zhong gritted his teeth and said, “I will catch the other side, definitely!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “Don’t worry, there’s always a way to solve things.” 

“Ding ……” 

Ji Feng’s phone rang, Han Zhong stood up in a flash and asked, “Is it Manager Wang calling? Have you 

got the results?” 

Ji Feng nodded and picked up the phone, “Wang Xin, what’s the result of the investigation?” 

“Boss, I’m sorry, I didn’t find any useful information ……” Wang Xin said, “That phone number you gave 

me is just a very ordinary phone card, the kind that doesn’t require an account, and can be bought at 

any business hall or book and newsstands, you can buy it, and you can’t find the buyer’s information.” 

That was really the case. 

Ji Feng secretly said in his heart. 

Although he had expected that this was likely to be the result, but now that he heard it for himself, Ji 

Feng was still more or less disappointed, but hearing the apology contained in Wang Xin’s words, Ji Feng 

still said comfortingly, “You don’t need to be sorry, you are not a god, there is no clue at all now, it is 

normal that you can’t find out.” 

“It’s not like you can’t find out anything.” Wang Xin said, “I found out that this phone card belongs to 

the area of East Lin City, and based on the characteristics of this kind of phone card, I think the owner of 

this phone number should be active in the area of East Lin City.” 

“Well!” 

Ji Feng nodded, the other party was really from East Lin City, and before that Han Zhong’s mother had 

also said that Han Zhong’s father had gone to East Lin City on a business trip, these two together could 

be deduced that Han Zhong’s father should have had an incident after he arrived in East Lin City. 

The focus of this matter, then, was in East Lin City. 

“Wang Xin, if this number is on the call, can you trace the other party’s exact location?” Ji Feng suddenly 

remembered something and asked. 

“I can’t guarantee to track the exact location because there are too many interference factors, but the 

general range can still be determined.” Wang Xin said. 

“The general range …… of this range you are talking about, how wide is it?” Ji Feng asked. 

“I can’t say this, I have to wait until the tracking is done to be sure.” Wang Xin was a little embarrassed, 

every time Ji Feng had something she couldn’t help, thanks to Ji Feng still thought so highly of her, which 

made Wang Xin a little unsure of how to handle herself. 



In fact, Ji Feng had never had such an idea, after all, the internet is not omnipotent, Wang Xin’s 

technology, no matter how strong it is, always needs to be in the right situation to be most effective. 

For example, a shark is an overlord in the ocean, but if it is placed on land, even a chicken can peck it to 

death, not to mention fighting with the king of all animals! 

What’s more, Wang Xin was able to track the other party during the call, which was already very good, 

so Ji Feng immediately nodded and said, “Okay, then, you first prepare for the tracking, then wait for my 

notification, and try to be as accurate as possible by then!” 

“Yes!” 

Wang Xin immediately replied. 

As soon as Ji Feng hung up the phone, Han Zhong hurriedly asked, “Is there no result? I heard something 

about tracing or something like that? Manager Wang can directly track the other party’s exact 

location?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It’s still too early to say, but no matter what, it’s always worth a try. If 

we can track the other party, that’s naturally the most desired result, but even if we can’t track the 

other party, we haven’t lost anything, at least, things won’t be worse than they are now, don’t you 

think?” 

Han Zhong immediately nodded and said, “That’s right, if we can track the other side that would be 

great. When do we start?” 

He was not willing to wait a moment longer, after all, it was his father who was being held, and who 

knew exactly what the gang was doing to his father right now. 

Ji Feng said, “Before we start, we have to do two things, firstly, get the money ready in case there is any 

change, then we can pay for it readily, even if we are treated as an ATM machine, as long as we can 

guarantee uncle’s personal safety.” 

Han Zhong was convinced, indeed, he could earn money again if he lost it, but if he put his father in 

danger or even if something happened to him because he was stingy with money, then Han Zhong 

would never feel at ease in his life. 

“Then what is the second thing?” Han Zhong asked again. 

“We have to discuss what to say before we call, such as what bottom line to stick to, what way to talk to 

the other party …… and so on.” Ji Feng said. 

“Then we’ll go back to the company first to raise money, and discuss the second thing on the way.” Han 

Zhong immediately said. 

“That’s what I mean too.” Ji Feng nodded and said, “Also, in order to prevent any unforeseen 

circumstances, I think that it would be better for Bai Zhu to stay with his aunt first, what do you think?” 

Han Zhong immediately nodded: “That’s certainly good …… Once something is spread out on oneself, 

even the calmest person can’t calm down, Ji Feng, you have to put more effort into this matter.” 



Ji Feng patted his shoulder and said, “Your own brother, no need to say these polite words, things 

should not be late, we are going back to the company, first implement the funding issue!” 

“Good!” Han Zhong immediately nodded his head. 

He knew that his heart was in turmoil at the moment, although he had not completely lost his bearings, 

he was not as calm as he used to be, so there was definitely something he had not thought through, so 

he was taking Ji Feng’s suggestion incredibly seriously at the moment. 
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“What? It costs two hundred million?” Xiao Yuxuan looked at Ji Feng and Han Zhong in shock, “How 

come you want so much money at once?” 

“Mr. Xiao, I can’t help it, mainly because ……” Han Zhong was a bit anxious to explain, because this 

money was related to his father’s safety, and he was worried that if Xiao Yuxuan didn’t agree to take out 

this money, then his father would be in danger. 

Ji Feng, however, took the words over and said, “Han Zhong’s father had an accident, and now he 

urgently needs the money ……” 

He quickly told the general story of what had happened. 

Han Zhong then looked at Xiao Yuxuan with anticipation, but his heart was very apprehensive, afraid 

that Xiao Yuxuan was not willing to take out the money, after all, this company was not his Han Zhong’s, 

even though he was the general manager and had shares in the group, but it was difficult to use such a 

large amount of money. 

“General Manager Xiao ……” Han Zhong was just about to say something when he was interrupted by 

Xiao Yuxuan. 

“There isn’t so much money in the group’s account right now!” Xiao Yuxuan said. 

“Huh?” 

Han Zhong’s heart immediately sank, and just as he wanted to speak, he heard Xiao Yuxuan continue, 

“Such a large sum of money, only Xiao’s Pharmaceutical Factory can take it out. Mr. Han, how about 

this, you type an application report immediately, I will sign it here, and I will contact Mr. Xu.” 

Han Zhong was instantly overjoyed, “Mr. Xiao, thank you!” 

He really did not expect that Xiao Yuxuan actually took out the money so quickly, think about if it was 

him, if his men suddenly had to use so much money, Han Zhong was afraid that he would have to think 

about it for a while, even if the person who borrowed the money had a good relationship, he could not 

be hasty, after all, this money was not a small amount. 

“Mr. Xiao ……” 

“Don’t say anything, uncle’s safety is most important.” Although Xiao Yuxuan’s words were light, but her 

tone was dry, “Money can be earned again without it, compared to the safety of people, money is all 

secondary.” 



“…… Thank you!” The two words aside, Han Zhong really didn’t know what to say, both Ji Feng and Xiao 

Yuxuan’s kind of dryness and generosity made Han Zhong’s heart rise with a strong sense of gratitude, 

and he was finally kind of relieved, at least, the money problem was solved so far. 

“There is no need to say polite words.” Xiao Yuxuan’s jade hand lightly waved, “However, the company 

has rules, anything that involves finances, the process that should be followed must still be followed.” 

“I understand.” 

Han Zhong immediately said, “Then I’ll go to the office and type the report.” 

Xiao Yuxuan also walked behind the desk and picked up the phone on the desk, “I’ll contact the Xiao 

Pharmaceutical Factory side here ……” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly at the side, today’s Xiao Yuxuan was not just the flirtatious teacher she was back 

then, she already had the temperament and drive of a big group boss. 

Han Zhong’s report was typed very quickly, he himself was the general manager, of course he knew how 

the group’s financial process should go, so the report was written very smoothly. 

Xiao Yuxuan did not even take a look at the report and signed it directly, which touched Han Zhong’s 

heart. 

With Xiao Yuxuan’s signature, there was naturally no problem with the group’s finance, and in just ten 

minutes’ time, all the processes were completed, and then they rushed directly to the Xiao 

Pharmaceutical Factory. 

Because Xu Yuan had been informed by Xiao Yuxuan, once Ji Feng and Han Zhong arrived, they found Xu 

Yuan waiting in the finance room. 

When she saw Ji Feng arrive, Xu Yuan’s beautiful eyes smiled into two curved crescents, charming and 

moving to the extreme. 

But at this moment, Ji Feng was too late to say a few words to Xu Yuan, not to mention warming up. 

After the transfer was over, Ji Feng could only shake Xu Yuan’s tender hand and then rush back with Han 

Zhong, after all, even if Ji Feng had the leisure to do so, Han Zhong definitely did not want to wait. 

So, the two of them rushed back to Han Zhong’s house without stopping. 

However, to Ji Feng’s surprise, when they returned to Han Zhong’s home, they found that apart from 

Han’s mother and Bai Zhu, there was another person in the house. 

A man, who was around forty years old, was sitting on the sofa, whispering something. 

This man was dressed in a suit and his hair was combed in a distinctive way, while he was also wearing 

gold-rimmed glasses, so at a glance, he was one of those successful people, or elitists. 

“Uncle Li?” Han Zhong called out with some surprise. 

“Han Zhong, you’re back!” The man greeted Han Zhong with a smile. 

“Uncle Li you are ……” Han Zhong asked, “Are you suddenly coming over, is there something going on?” 



As he spoke, he glanced at his mother, it couldn’t be that she had called him, hadn’t he instructed her 

not to call anyone when he left? 

The person who was called Uncle Li by Han Zhong said, “It’s like this, I was working at the company but 

suddenly received a strange phone call, I just got through and the other party said something had 

happened to your father, at first I didn’t care, I thought it was just a scam call, but immediately 

afterwards I heard your father’s voice, he asked me to withdraw 200 million from the group’s account 

……” 

When Han Zhong heard this, he immediately asked, “What? Uncle Li, you really heard my father speak?” 

Uncle Li nodded, “Yes, we’ve been old buddies for so many years, of course I can’t even hear your 

father’s voice, right?” 

“So that’s how it is ……,” Han Zhong was then relieved and nodded slightly. 

“By the way, I heard your mother say that you went to raise money?” Uncle Li suddenly asked. 

“Mm!” 

Han Zhong nodded and said, “Yes, went to find a friend to raise money.” 

Uncle Li immediately asked, “How is the money coming along?” 

Han Zhong said, “It’s almost done, my friend has promised to turn the money over to me first, but it’s 

still going through the process, so I should be able to get the money in a day or two’s time.” 

“Really?” 

When Han’s mother heard this, she was immediately surprised and asked, “Xiao Zhong, have you really 

raised the money?” 

Han Zhong nodded and said, “That’s right, mum, you don’t need to worry about the money, just leave 

this matter to me, don’t think about anything, just wait patiently for my dad to come back.” 

“Hey hey!” 

Han’s mother nodded her head repeatedly, “That’s good, that’s good.” 

At this time, Uncle Li however frowned and asked, “Xiao Zhong, which one of your friends is so rich? You 

know, the person who held your father captive didn’t ask for a small sum of money, that’s two hundred 

million!” 

Han Zhong said, “Don’t worry, the money has already been raised.” 

Uncle Li immediately said, “Then since that’s the case, let’s hurry up and call the other side, one more 

minute your dad is in the other side’s hands, he’ll suffer one more minute, now we’d better give the 

money to the other side immediately, and then let your dad come back in peace ……” 

“I would like to, but this money is not in my hands now, how can I give it to the other side?” Han Zhong 

shook his head and said, “I borrowed this money from the Tengfei Group, although everything went 



smoothly, but even if we make a bank transfer immediately, it will take some time if such a large sum of 

money wants to arrive!” 

Uncle Li nodded, “That’s true …… then we can only wait a little longer.” 

Han Zhong seemed to remember something else, his eyes fell on Uncle Li and said, “Uncle Li, otherwise, 

let’s first move this money from Han’s Group’s account to save my father first, then when the money I 

borrowed arrives, I will immediately pay it back again, what do you think?” 

“This ……” 

Uncle Li shook his head and laughed bitterly, “Xiao Zhong, it’s not that Uncle Li won’t help, our group is 

not owned by one person, now that your father is not around, others may not be willing to lend you 

such a large sum of money! Besides, even if everyone agrees, there isn’t much money in the group’s 

account, most of the group’s assets, are in the form of goods and fixed assets.” 

Han Zhong said disappointedly, “Then we’ll just have to wait until the money I borrowed arrives ……” 

Uncle Li also nodded helplessly and said, “It seems that this is the only way to go now. Xiao Zhong, don’t 

rush first, when I received the call, your father’s tone, although anxious, was mid-toned, so obviously he 

wasn’t being abused.” 

Han Zhong smiled bitterly, “It’s useless for me to worry.” 

Uncle Li faintly nodded his head. 

At this time, Ji Feng had been observing the conversation between Han Zhong and this Uncle Li from the 

side, especially when Han Zhong said that the money he borrowed from the Tengfei Group was not in 

his possession, Ji Feng’s heart immediately flinched. 

Because Ji Feng knew that he was not telling the truth! 

The money borrowed from the Tengfei Group was actually already going through the process, and Xiao 

Yuxuan had also made a point of saying hello to the bank she had a relationship with, so the money 

would be in Han Zhong’s account by five o’clock this evening at the latest. 

This also meant that Han Zhong didn’t trust this person he called Uncle Li, or, rather, had reservations 

about trusting him! 

So Ji Feng immediately became alert, and then carefully observed this man’s every move, as well as 

every subtle change in expression. 

Especially, when Han Zhong deliberately said that he wanted to turn over this money from Han’s 

Group’s account first, Ji Feng even watched this man closely, paying close attention to his expression 

and demeanor. 

But to Ji Feng’s surprise, this man behaved very naturally from the beginning to the end, without the 

slightest abnormal performance at all, smiling bitterly when he should, shaking his head when he 

should, everything was very normal. 

This result made Ji Feng more or less disappointed. 



Originally, he found that Han Zhong was wary of this person and thought he could find any clues, but it 

turned out that he found nothing. 

Now it seemed that everything could still only go according to the plan he had discussed with Han Zhong 

before! 

Ji Feng suddenly said, “Excuse me, I’ll make a phone call ……” 

Saying that, he walked past Han Zhong, then touched him without a trace, and went towards the 

balcony. 

When he arrived at the balcony, Ji Feng took out his phone and sent a message to Wang Xin. 

But just as he was about to put the phone away, his gaze suddenly froze and a thoughtful look appeared 

in his eyes. 
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Ji Feng stood on the balcony, staring at the downstairs, his eyebrows slightly furrowed. 

If he looked down from where he was standing, he would have noticed that there was a black 

commercial car parked downstairs, and because of the angle, even the license plate and the model of 

the car could be seen clearly. 

Ji Feng knew this car! 

“So it was him!” 

Ji Feng remembered exactly who this Uncle Li who had unexpectedly come over was. 

In fact, back when Ji Feng first came to Jiangzhou, he had met this Uncle Li before. 

When Ji Feng had just met Han Zhong, Du Shaofeng and Zhao Kai, they went out for a drink together, 

but they encountered a few guys who had a problem with Ji Feng on the train to Jiangzhou and they 

took the initiative to provoke them, which resulted in a clash and they all went to the police station. 

The final result was of course that those guys who were bullying others were unlucky because Zhang Lei 

directly called Zheng Yuanshan over, and none of the police officers who played favorites, nor those 

guys who thought they had a background, got away. 

And in that clash, Han Zhong likewise called someone, and the person Han Zhong’s father sent at that 

time, was this Uncle Li! 

At that time, this Uncle Li was the one who drove the car downstairs to pick up Han Zhong from the 

police station! 

Although several years had passed by now, Ji Feng still remembered it. 

In fact, once he thought of this incident, Ji Feng thought of other things – in fact, he had met with this 

Uncle Li more than once. 



At that time, when the Tengfei Group had just been formed, Han Zhong’s father had come to 

congratulate him at the groundbreaking ceremony, and among those who came with him at that time 

was this Uncle Li. 

Ji Feng found it a bit strange that this Uncle Li should have remembered himself, but ever since he 

entered the house, it was as if he had not seen himself, not only did he not greet him, he did not even 

look at him. 

“Looks like he doesn’t want to pay!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, according to his estimation, this Uncle Li should have already 

recognized himself and also knew about his relationship with the Tengfei Group. Since that was the case, 

then he naturally hoped that Han Zhong would be able to borrow money right at the Tengfei Group, so 

that he wouldn’t need to use Han’s Group’s funds. 

Put it this way, it makes sense …… 

It is ironic to say that in the Han Group, Han Zhong’s father should be the one who trusts this Uncle Li 

the most, but never thought that this guy is not too loyal to his boss. 

You know, for a group boss, losing money on gambling and being held up is not something to be 

ashamed of, and the same is true for Han Zhong’s father. 

However, Han Zhong’s father only called Uncle Li, which shows that he definitely trusts him the most. 

But Han Zhong’s father could not have imagined that his trust had not been rewarded as it should have 

been. Moreover, his calling Uncle Li might even be the wrong choice, and it might not take long for the 

whole Han Group to know about it. 

At that time, even if Han Zhong’s father came back, his prestige in the group would be greatly reduced, 

and he would probably even become a laughing stock. 

Ji Feng shook his head, this kind of thing is not his turn to worry about, no matter how to say Han 

Zhong’s father is also his elders, how to do things, naturally, it is not his turn to judge. What’s more, the 

most important thing now is to get Han Zhong’s father back, as for the rest, it’s better to put it on the 

back burner first. 

So Ji Feng quickly withdrew his gaze, and just as he turned around, he saw Han Zhong walking over. 

“That man is gone?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Gone.” 

Han Zhong nodded and asked, “Is it Manager Wang who’s coming?” 

When Ji Feng touched him just now, he understood that Ji Feng was asking him to send Uncle Li away, 

thinking that it should be to make it easier for Wang Xin to track those people, it wasn’t good to have 

outsiders around at this time after all. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “I’ve already informed her, she should be on her way now.” 



Han Zhong couldn’t help but grit his teeth and said, “I hope Manager Wang can find out their exact 

location directly, if I catch the other party, see if I don’t smack him to death ……” 

It didn’t take long for Wang Xin to arrive, followed by Wang Hu beside him, and he was carrying a case in 

his hand when he entered. 

“Boss, Mr. Han!” 

“Thank you all for your hard work, in order not to delay, let’s start immediately …… you guys prepare 

first and let me know when it’s ready.” After several people greeted each other, Ji Feng immediately 

instructed. 

“Yes!” 

Wang Xin and Wang Hu nodded at the same time, and Wang Xin added, “However, I need a quiet 

room.” 

Han Zhong immediately said, “Come to the study.” 

When they arrived in the study, Wang Hu opened the box, which contained some equipment and a 

laptop. 

Wang Xin and the two of them quickly assembled the equipment, turned on the computer at the same 

time, used a data cable to connect the equipment to the computer, and put a metal box on the 

windowsill …… 

When everything was ready, Wang Xin said, “It’s ready.” 

Ji Feng and Han Zhong glanced at each other and they both nodded at the same time, and then Han 

Zhong picked up his mobile phone and was ready to dial the other party’s number, but he was suddenly 

stopped by Wang Xin. 

“Mr. Han, it’s best to call from a landline.” Wang Xin said. 

“Mm!” 

Han Zhong didn’t ask why, he wouldn’t understand even if such professional things were explained, it 

was better to be quite professional, besides, he wasn’t in that mood to wonder about these things now. 

Afterwards, Han Zhong pulled the landline phone on his desk over and dialed the number. Only, in order 

for everyone to be quite clear about what was on the phone, Han Zhong did not pick up the 

microphone, but pressed the speakerphone button. 

And at the same time, Wang Xin’s side had all the equipment turned on, and then Wang Xin tapped on 

the computer keyboard a few times. 

“Hello! Who is it?” 

The phone was connected, and a gruff voice came through, the other party speaking with a tone full of 

impatience. 



The corners of Han Zhong’s eyes jumped a few times, he gritted his teeth and held back his anger as he 

said in a deep voice, “I’m Han Guo Zhu’s son, my father is in your place now, right?” 

“Korean pillar?” 

The other party was stunned, and then said, “Yoo-hoo, you called so quickly, yes, he is here with me, 

how about it, is the money ready?” 

Han Zhong said in a deep voice, “Money is not a problem, I have already borrowed it, how is my father 

doing?” 

“Don’t worry, he won’t die for a while yet.” The other party said with a big grin, “Since you’ve borrowed 

the money, then I’ll give you an account number, call the money over and we’ll let your old man go.” 

“No way!” 

Han Zhong said flatly, “I have to make sure my father is safe and sound first, and besides, I have to see 

my father with my own eyes before I will give you the money.” 

The other party was immediately annoyed, “Kid, you dare to bargain with me?” 

Han Zhong said in a deep voice, “This is not a bargain, I just want to ensure my father’s safety, in case I 

give you the money and you still don’t release him, then wouldn’t I be helpless?” 

“What hands are tied …… do you have a strategy now?” The other party grunted, “What if the old man 

doesn’t agree? Don’t forget, your old man is still in my hands!” 

“If you dare not agree, then your act is kidnapping and I’m going to call the police!” Han Zhong said in a 

deep voice. 

“Call the police?” 

The other party suddenly harrumphed, “Do you dare? If you dare to call the police, before the police 

catch me, I will definitely treat your old man well, can you bear to watch him suffer?” 

“Of course I can’t bear it!” 

Han Zhong said in a deep voice, “But if it really is a kidnapping, yet I will not be threatened by you …… 

think you already know my father’s identity, right? Let me tell you, if it was just my father owing 

gambling money and you guys held him up, then everything would be fine, but if it was a kidnapping, 

with my father’s identity, the police and officials would pay high attention to it by then.” 

Han Zhong’s voice grew lower and lower, “I’m not afraid to tell you that our family not only has people 

in the official and police, but also in the underworld. If anything happens to my father at that time, I can 

guarantee you that the police will not let you off, and I, even more, will not let you off!” 

The other party laughed and said, “Fuck you! I’ve been on the road for so many years, but this is the first 

time I’ve seen such a crazy person …… and you’re threatening me? I’m really scared to death!” 

“You think I’m joking with you?” Han Zhong sneered, “Let me tell you, as long as the police want to 

investigate you, your identities will definitely be able to be found out, and you may be able to escape 

then, but your families, your relatives, they can’t all escape, can they?” 



“If you dare to hurt my father half a hair, I will take revenge on your family and relatives ten times a 

hundred, if I put out the word that I will pay half a million for cutting off one of your family’s legs, two 

million for cutting off their limbs, and ten million if they are tortured to death by cruel means!” 

Han Zhong sneered and asked, “How many people do you think would be willing to do it at the price I’m 

offering? Of course, if this price is not enough, I will continue to increase it, even if I end up losing 

everything, I still have many rich friends, I can ask them to borrow money, in a word, as long as someone 

does it, I will pay any amount!” 

The man was silent, no sound for a long time, only the sound of breathing, if any, came through, letting 

people know that there was still someone on the other end of the phone. 

Han Zhong are a little anxious, he looked at Ji Feng, but saw Ji Feng just made a silent action, but the 

look is very firm, Han Zhong only then slightly nodded, sneered: “How about, think about the possible 

downfall of your family members, such as your parents, your wife, and maybe you have children …… ” 

“…… you dare!” 

The other side roared low. 
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Hearing the other party’s angry roar, Han Zhong smiled. 

Even though he was only talking to the other party on the phone, and there was no telling how far away 

it was, Han Zhong seemed to see the other party’s stern and furious look. 

He and Ji Feng looked at each other, and both of them nodded their heads with understanding at the 

same time. 

The other party was scared! 

Otherwise, the other party must still have an arrogant tone, and would not be as furious as he was now. 

Obviously, Han Zhong’s words had definitely stabbed the other party’s sore spot, and his threatening 

words had hit the other party’s weak point. 

That’s good! 

Han Zhong couldn’t help but quietly breathe a sigh of relief, which meant that the countermeasure he 

had discussed with Ji Feng was correct. 

The first thing you can do is to make sure that you have a good idea of what you are doing. 

The other side, even if they are arrogant, will not dare to underestimate Han Zhong, as the saying goes, 

“The horizontal ones are afraid of the rash ones, and the rash ones are afraid of the desperate ones. 

If Han Zhong puts up a stance of fighting for his life, then even if he is still so far away, the other party 

will not dare to be so reckless and will definitely have scruples. 

At least, the other side will not dare to think that because they have Han Zhong’s father in their hands, 

they can ignore Han Zhong and do whatever they want …… 



The first thing you need to do is to find out that Han Zhong is not a soft persimmon that can be 

squeezed around at will, so you will subconsciously put Han Zhong on an equal footing with yourself. 

This, in turn, would not only make Han Zhong’s father safer, but would also allow the conversation to 

continue, and for a longer period of time. 

Now, it seems that the countermeasures that Ji Feng and the two of them had discussed were 

completely fine and could be said to have had the desired effect! 

This made Ji Feng also slightly relieved, as long as nothing unexpected happened, it was good. 

In fact, before Ji Feng made this decision with Han Zhong, his biggest fear was that the other party might 

be a rash person, or a really ruthless kind of desperado, which would be troublesome. 

The reason is that that kind of person would not be threatened by Han Zhong at all, and even, when he 

heard Han Zhong say this, he would probably be furious, after all, Han Zhong’s father is in his hands 

now, but Han Zhong actually dares to talk to him like this, this is like looking down on him, is this not 

bullying too much? 

The most important thing that Ji Feng is afraid of is that the other party will not dare to do anything to 

his old man. 

The thing that Ji Feng was most afraid of was that the other party would become rebellious and do 

something bad to Han Zhong’s father, and if that were to happen, it would be really troublesome. 

The first thing you need to do is to make a decision for Hanzhong, and then let him decide for himself. 

After all, if anything happens in the middle, it will be Han Zhong’s father who will be hurt, so no one can 

take this idea for him. 

Although Ji Feng had already decided in his heart that the other party was definitely not the kind of 

desperado who was dead or alive, and that the purpose should only be to seek money, because the 

amount of money the other party wanted was too large, which showed that the other party was very 

greedy, but I’m afraid that he had not considered the back way, so Ji Feng guessed that either the other 

party was a rash or a very greedy guy. 

Fortunately, Ji Feng’s judgement was right. 

So a smile appeared on Han Zhong’s face, but his mouth sneered, “You even dared to withhold my 

service, why wouldn’t I dare to do that to you? Let me tell you, there are many people who want to fix 

me, you can ask around, which one of those people got a good end?” 

“Fuck!” 

The other party was furious and cursed, “I’m not going to fix you, I’m telling you, it’s your father who 

lost a bet and owes us money, it’s only right that you pay your debts, don’t come and play tough with 

me, otherwise, see how I’ll fix your father!” 

Han Zhong’s voice was sombre, “I advise you not to provoke me! As I said before, money is not a 

problem, since it was my father who lost, I’ll pay every penny of whatever is owed, but if my father is 

half damaged, you should be prepared to arrange for someone to collect the corpses of your family!” 



“Damn it ……” 

The other party cursed angrily, “Just pay the money!” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly when he heard that, the other party was afraid! 

Even when Han Zhong threatened like this, the other party didn’t dare to say anything more unpleasant, 

let alone saying very beautiful and ruthless words, this proved that the other party was subdued by Han 

Zhong’s ruthless words. 

Han Zhong of course also realized this, so he immediately said, “Say, where are you guys, I’ll go there as 

soon as possible.” 

“…… Humph! Do you think I’m that stupid to just give you my address?” The other party grunted. 

“Not saying?” 

Han Zhong said in a deep voice, “I can make it clear to you, I won’t pay until I see my father! You’re not 

stupid, and I’m not stupid either, give me the address, I have to see my father!” 

The other party was silent for a moment, there was no sound at all in the phone, even the other party’s 

breathing could not be heard. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown, what happened, did the other party hang up the phone? 

Han Zhong immediately looked back at Ji Feng, but Ji Feng was shaking his head, indicating that Han 

Zhong should not rush first and wait a little longer. 

“I can’t tell you the exact address.” Suddenly, the man’s voice came back on the phone, “You can come 

to East Lin City first, call me when you arrive, and I will tell you how to go then.” 

“No!” 

Seeing that the other party had backed down again, how could Han Zhong not know how to ride the 

wave of victory? 

He immediately said, “You must give me the address!” 

“That’s impossible!” The other party said angrily, “It’s East Linn City, come or go as you like, I’m not the 

one who’s starving anyway, if you don’t care about your father then don’t come.” 

“East Linning City, right? Fine, I’ll go!” Han Zhong said in a deep voice, “But, you must ensure that my 

father is not hurt in any way, I don’t need to tell you how to entertain him, do I?” 

“Humph!” 

The other party coldly snorted, and promptly hung up the phone with a snap. 

Han Zhong immediately cursed angrily, “Fuck!” 

Ji Feng said, “Don’t get angry, the other party is unwilling to bow down too much in front of you, that’s 

why he hung up, uncle will definitely not be starving.” 



Since the other party didn’t deny Han Zhong’s request, it meant that the other party had actually agreed 

to it, only that always agreeing to Ji Feng’s requests might make the other party feel a bit ashamed, so 

that’s why the other party just hung up the phone. 

Han Zhong nodded slightly and said, “Ji Feng, I need to rush to East Lin City as soon as possible!” 

Ji Feng pondered slightly for a moment, then nodded and said, “I’ll accompany you, so that we can also 

take care of each other and discuss any problems if there are any.” 

“That would be best.” Han Zhong was also not polite and nodded readily. 

In fact, Han Zhong knew very well that Ji Feng was more thoughtful than him in many matters, and 

besides, with Ji Feng along, even if he was unfamiliar with East Lin City, there wouldn’t be much problem 

because Ji Feng’s status was there, and it was better than going by himself. 

Han Zhong said, “Then you should arrange it as soon as possible, if there is no problem, we will leave as 

soon as possible.” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Don’t worry, I don’t have any problems on my side, I can leave anytime.” 

“Pa!” 

Just as they were saying that, a sound of tapping on the keyboard was heard, Ji Feng and the two of 

them turned their heads to look at the same time, and they saw Wang Xin sitting up straight, with a 

relaxed look on her face. 

Han Zhong immediately asked, “Manager Wang, did you track down the other party?” 

Wang Xin nodded, “Well, it was tracked, the other party is indeed within the boundaries of East Lin City, 

this is the satellite map ……” 

Ji Feng and the two of them immediately walked up and saw that on the computer screen in front of 

Wang Xin, there was a red circle the size of a coin flashing, with a red dot in the middle. 

“Forest impression?” Han Zhong read out the few words next to the blinking red dot, “What is this?” 

“Hold on a second.” 

Wang Xin pressed her finger on the keyboard and switched the screen, then she opened the webpage 

and quickly looked it up, after a moment, she pointed at the computer screen and said, “Look! This 

forest impression is the name of an upscale villa complex in East Linn City. But it’s impossible to find out 

exactly which villa the target is inside.” 

“That’s enough!” Han Zhong nodded in delight, “Manager Wang, you’ve been a great help, thank you 

very much.” 

“You should, Mr. Han doesn’t have to be polite.” Wang Xin smiled. 

“Now that we know where the other party is, let’s pack up and set off as soon as possible!” Ji Feng 

nodded and said, “Han Zhong, you also settle your family down first, don’t let your aunt worry, besides, 

this time we’re going, it might be a bit tricky, so you have to prepare yourself mentally in advance ……” 



Han Zhong immediately asked, “What do you mean?” 

Ji Feng asked, “Just now when you were talking to the other party, there was suddenly no sound on the 

phone, remember?” 

Han Zhong nodded, “That’s right, what does that mean?” 

Ji Feng said, “If I’m not wrong, at that time, the other party should have covered the microphone with 

his hand and was asking for instructions or discussing with someone, so that means that the other party 

must be organized, or there might be a mastermind behind it.” 

“Humph!” 

Han Zhong said coldly, “There must be a mastermind, my father rarely gambles, this time he went to 

East Lin City to maintain his clients, how could he suddenly go gambling, there must be something in 

between!” 

“That’s why we have to prepare ourselves mentally in advance.” Ji Feng said, “In addition, you figure out 

who uncle actually went to visit in East Lin City, I will also go back and prepare, then we will leave.” 

“Okay, I’ll go and find out ……,” Han Zhong immediately nodded his head. 
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Because Xiao Yuxuan already knew what had happened to Han Zhong’s family, so Ji Feng didn’t even 

need to explain, she and Tong Lei knew that Ji Feng must help Han Zhong solve this matter, therefore, Ji 

Feng simply brought some luggage and then rushed to East Lin City with Han Zhong. 

Of course, Bai Zhu was still acting as the driver. 

Before leaving, Ji Feng first called Zhang Lei and told him that he had to go on a trip, and if there was any 

news from Old Gai during this period, he told Zhang Lei to take care of it first. 

As for the funds, Ji Feng had also instructed Xiao Yuxuan that as long as the kidney source was found, 

the funds would definitely be in place at the first opportunity. 

And then, Ji Feng also instructed Xiao Ying and Han Zhen to pay attention to the safety of the family. 

With everything arranged, Ji Feng then set off. 

On the way, Han Zhong gave a detailed account of the information he had learned, “My dad went to 

East Lin City this time to maintain an old client ……” 

Because this old client’s contract with the Han Group was about to expire, that was why Han Zhong’s 

father, Han Zhu, had gone to East Lin City, wanting to renew the contract with this old client. 

According to Han Zhong, this old customer of Han’s Group’s business seems to be doing not small, 

otherwise, Han Zhong’s father would not have said that he would go over to visit personally, after all, 

the size of Han Chu is also the chairman of a group, if it was just a general small customer, he was afraid 

that just a phone call would be enough. 

“In that case, this old client that uncle is visiting should be very powerful?” Ji Feng asked. 



“That’s right. At least in East Linn City, he claims to be a successful entrepreneur.” Han Zhong said. 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, a client who could make Korea pillar pay attention to him was naturally not too 

bad in terms of strength, and since East Linlin City had just a second-tier city, such an entrepreneur was 

naturally considered an upper-class person in the area. 

Generally speaking, if one has power, one naturally has money, and if one has more money to a certain 

extent, one naturally has power as well. 

In a second-tier city like East Linlin City, people like Han Guozhu should all be considered big 

entrepreneurs, so the client he was going to visit in person would naturally be a dignified person in East 

Lin City as well. 

“Since that’s the case, then it’s better for us to inquire about this old client after we arrive in East Linn 

City.” Ji Feng said. 

“I was thinking the same thing.” Han Zhong nodded, “My dad went to visit him, but he got involved with 

gambling and was held up, to say that this old client doesn’t know anything about this is a bit 

unbelievable.” 

Therefore, Han Zhong was not sure whether this old client had anything to do with this matter or not, 

but he was already suspicious in his heart, for sure. 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment and suddenly asked, “By the way, I don’t think this old client of Han’s 

Group knows you, right?” 

Han Zhong shook his head, “I haven’t been involved in Han’s Group’s business, so he shouldn’t know 

me.” 

“That’s good.” 

Ji Feng nodded, if the other party knew Han Zhong, by then they would probably be targeted as soon as 

they stepped into East Lin City, in that case, they wouldn’t be able to make any moves. 

“…… fuck!” 

Han Zhong couldn’t help but curse angrily, “Just wait, when I find those bastards, I won’t spare them 

lightly!” 

Ji Feng patted his shoulder and said, “Don’t be in a hurry, let’s find uncle first, as long as uncle is safe, 

then the rest is fine.” 

Han Zhong nodded, he also knew that it was useless to rush now, he could only take one step at a time. 

The distance from Jiangzhou to Donglincheng was not too close, it would take more than five hours by 

car, but there was no airport in Donglincheng, so they couldn’t get there quickly enough, they had to 

drive all the way from the afternoon until the evening. 

When they arrived at East Linn, they settled down in a medium-sized hotel, and then the three of them 

walked out of the hotel and hailed a taxi. 

“Where are the few of you going?” The taxi master asked. 



“What?” 

Han Zhong was stunned: this master driver spoke in a very heavy dialect, and he really didn’t understand 

it for a while. 

The driver master then knew that these three people were from abroad, so he repeated the question he 

had just asked in Mandarin. 

Ji Feng said, “Master, we are not too familiar with East Lin City, are there any interesting places here?” 

“There are quite a few fun places, but those tourist attractions are only open during the day, it’s 

nighttime ……” The driver shook his head, “I’m not too sure what there is to do at this time of day. ” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Master, is there a more upscale entertainment place here, this East Linn City is quite 

prosperous, there should be such a place, right?” 

“An entertainment place?” 

The driver subconsciously glanced at Bai Zhu who was sitting in the passenger seat, a little surprised, 

with such a beautiful girl by his side, he actually had to go to an entertainment place? 

Once Ji Feng took a look at him, he knew that the driver had misunderstood, but he didn’t say anything, 

he just smiled, “Yeah, last time a friend of mine came to East Lin City once and won several hundred 

thousand dollars back at once, so this time we came to see ……” 

“Oh~~~” 

The driver suddenly realized and laughed, “So you guys are here for this!” 

Ji Feng was instantly surprised and asked, “It seems that you know where such places are, Master? Then 

please take us there!” 

“Hey! You’ve really asked the right person!” The driver said proudly at once, “In East Linn City, there are 

quite a few such establishments, of all grades, depending on how big you want to play.” 

“I’m not too sure how big, anyway, I heard that friend of mine say that he seemed to be playing in a 

villa, there were quite a few people there, and they were all playing quite big, he won several hundred 

thousand dollars is considered a small amount.” Ji Feng said pretending to be puzzled. 

“Heh! Looks like that friend of yours is still very well-connected!” When the driver heard that, he 

exclaimed. 

“How does that sound?” Ji Feng asked in confusion. 

“Little brother, let me tell you this, in fact, in East Lin City, the casinos are also divided into many grades, 

the lowest grade is the chess room, the people in it don’t play much, the win or loss is at most a few 

thousand dollars tops, a little better, is the clubhouse, and the kind you are talking about playing in the 

villa, is the highest grade.” 

“Oh?” 

Ji Feng was surprised and asked, “A villa is even higher grade than a clubhouse?” 



“That’s right!” 

The driver said, “Ordinary clubhouses are all hoodwinked, in fact, the grade is just like that, but villas are 

different, like those villas by the mountains and water, each one costs tens of millions of dollars, there 

are even fifty to sixty million, if this kind of villa becomes a clubhouse, do you think the grade can be 

lower?” 

Perhaps it was because the gazing eyes of Ji Feng’s three people gave him a sense of accomplishment, 

the driver could not help but wave his hand when he got excited: “The casinos in those villas are 

organized by some really prestigious people in East Linn City, in which, sometimes a hand of cards can 

win or lose as much as ten million, you say, compared to ordinary clubs, which one is of a higher grade? 

” 

“Really?” Ji Feng asked with a surprised look on his face. 

“That’s for sure.” The driver said, “This is actually no longer a secret in East Linn City, it’s just that you 

foreigners don’t know about it.” 

“So that’s how it is ……” 

Ji Feng pretended to look very interested and asked, “So, master, you know about this kind of villa 

club?” 

The driver nodded: “That’s of course, like us sports cars, other than that, but the most well-informed …… 

hey, I said you guys are not thinking of going to that place, right? I’m not trying to discourage you, but 

it’s useless to go to that kind of place.” 

“Why?” Ji Feng asked in consternation. 

“You guys think about it, like that kind of high-class place, is it something we ordinary people can go to?” 

The driver skimmed his lips and said, “Those who can go there are people with status and money, and it 

is said that if you don’t have tens of millions of dollars in assets, you can’t even get in.” 

Ji Feng didn’t quite believe it, “Is it that great? This money isn’t even money, huh?” 

“Hey! That’s what you’re saying, for those who are rich, money is just a fucking number, moreover, what 

I’m telling you are still playing smaller.” The driver grunted, seemingly indignant at this phenomenon, 

with a feeling of envy and jealousy, “I heard from someone that, in the best villa area in East Lin City, 

Villa Forest Impression No. 5, the winnings and losses in one night used to be over a hundred million!” 

“Oh? Forest Impression Villa area?” Ji Feng said, “Good then, Master, just please take us there.” 

“You guys are going to Forest Impression?” 

The driver was slightly stunned before he shook his head and smiled, “Little brother, of course I can take 

you there, but even if you get there, you won’t be able to get in.” 

“Is that so?” 

Ji Feng asked, “Why?” 



The driver said, “The gate guards there have thieving eyes, if you are not the owner of the villa area, or if 

you don’t have a car with a pass posted, you can’t get in at all… Moreover, it is said that even if you 

enter the villa area, if you don’t have an acquaintance leading you, you won’t be able to enter villa 

number five!” 

Ji Feng and Han Zhong glanced at each other and nodded slightly at the same time, it seemed that this 

Forest Impression’s Villa No. 5 was ironically problematic. 

Seeing that Ji Feng didn’t say anything, the driver said, “Little brother, places like that are places where 

rich people seek excitement, if you really want to have fun, it’s better to go to those clubs.” 

Ji Feng said, “Master, how about this, you just take us to the entrance of Forest Impression first, if we 

really can’t get in, then you can bring us back then, the car money will definitely not be less for you 

anyway, what do you think?” 

“I knew you guys weren’t dead set on it, well I’ll take you there, it’s the same to me wherever we go 

anyway.” The driver shook his head, then pivoted the steering wheel and the car swerved onto a slip 

road, then began to gradually accelerate. 

“Forest Impression, Villa Five ……” sitting in the back seat, Ji Feng mused. 
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“Here, see, that’s the Forest Impression Villa area in front of us.” 

The driver led Ji Feng to a villa area near the three of them and pointed to the place with lights in front 

of them and said, “See, that lighted place is one of the gates of the Forest Impression Villa Area, a few 

figures at the entrance there are the security guards, besides them picking up, there are also security 

guards in that guard booth inside, they are all strict!” 

Ji Feng looked in the direction the driver pointed, and indeed found that there were a few security 

guards patrolling back and forth at the gate of that villa area, and a little further in, there was a security 

post, so I guess the other few security guards that the driver was talking about, should be in here. 

Han Zhong naturally saw it too, and he frowned and said, “Master, is there any other place in this villa 

area where you can go in?” 

The driver nodded and said, “Yes, there are four gates in this villa area, but it’s useless even if there are 

more gates, because there are security guards at each gate, and they are on guard twenty-four hours a 

day, unless one is the owner of this community, or someone from this community is leading the way, 

otherwise outsiders can’t get in at all.” 

Han Zhong could not help but be silent, several gates were guarded by security guards, and according to 

the driver, they obviously could not get in. 

“How about it, are you guys still going to try?” The driver asked. 

“Is there another way to get in?” Han Zhong was still reluctant, he had come here but couldn’t get inside 

the villa area, how could he feel at ease? 



“I don’t know about that, I’m a taxi driver, there’s literally a hundred thousand miles between me and 

the people here, how could I possibly know so well!” The driver smiled and shook his head, “If you want 

me to say so, you’d better go and try, why don’t I just take you back to the city again, find a clubhouse, 

the consumption is not high and you’re having fun, isn’t it better than here?” 

Han Zhong shook his head and said, “You don’t understand ……” 

If he wanted to go to a club like that, there were really countless places for him to choose from, and he 

could just play directly in Jiangzhou, where was the need to come all the way to East Linn City? 

The reason he was here now was to save his father, Han Guozhong, not to play. 

“Han Zhong, what are you going to do?” Ji Feng asked. Right now the situation was clear, now if they 

wanted to go in that was almost impossible, they were neither the owners nor did they know the 

owners here, the security guards would definitely stop them. 

If they were to break in, they would instead call the police, who would then definitely alert some people, 

and no one could say whether Han Zhong’s father’s safety would still be guaranteed. 

Han Zhong, however, shook his head and said, “Since I’m here, I can’t go back in such a hasty manner, 

I’ve decided to take a look.” 

After Ji Feng pondered for a moment, he also nodded his head and said, “Alright then, let’s go and take 

a look.” 

“You guys really want to go?” The driver asked. 

“Well!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said; “Master, I’ll have my friend wait in the car, you guys just wait here for us to 

come back, you can keep the meter on in between and I’ll pay as I see fit, what do you think?” 

The driver nodded and said, “No problem, I run the night shift anyway, I have all night to wait until 

whenever. However, I should warn you, these security guards usually don’t look like much, but if you 

have to break in without someone with you, they can be very vicious.” 

Ji Feng nodded his head and said, “Thanks for the reminder, I know.” 

Afterwards, he gave a wink to Bai Zhu, and then got out of the car with Han Zhong and walked directly 

towards the front cell gate. 

“Han Zhong, if you encounter any situation later, remember not to be impulsive first, and wait for us to 

discuss anything afterwards.” As the duo walked, Ji Feng admonished. 

“Don’t worry, I know what to do.” Han Zhong nodded his head. 

The duo gradually arrived at the entrance of the villa area and saw a few youths in security uniforms 

walking back and forth on patrol, so Ji Feng and the duo looked at each other with a deep meaning. 

In fact, there are not many places that use ordinary people as security guards anymore, especially in 

some communities, property companies recruiting security guards are generally the kind of middle-aged 

people in their forties and fifties, because most of the young people have better jobs, but these middle-



aged people, can withstand loneliness, and the salary requirements are not too high, and the work is 

also mature and stable, as the community security guards are obviously more suitable than young 

people. 

But these few people in front of me are obviously strong young men, and two of them look like they 

have a gangly flavour. 

That alone seemed a bit odd. 

Of course, it could be because this was a high-class villa area, so the property company had hired some 

young men to be security guards in order to improve the quality of service, which could make sense, but 

Han Zhong was suspicious in his heart. 

“Be careful.” Ji Feng reminded in a low voice, and after that, the two of them walked straight towards 

the district. 

“What are you guys doing?” As soon as Ji Feng and the two of them approached the gate, two security 

guards’ torches shone over. 

“Going home.” 

Han Zhong said indifferently, while raising his hand to block the light from the torch, also taking the 

opportunity to shield his face. 

But a security guard walked over quickly and said, “Going home? Are you the owners of this 

community? How come I’ve never seen you guys before?” 

Han Zhong said, “That’s strange for you to say, there are so many people in the community, can you 

remember each and every one of them?!” 

As they spoke, Ji Feng and the two of them kept walking and continued to walk inside. 

The security guard looked at Ji Feng and Han Zhong suspiciously and suddenly asked, “Wait a minute, 

which building do you live in?” 

Han Zhong said, “Checking the account, huh? Do I need you guys to interrogate me when I go back to 

my own house?” 

Ji Feng also glared and said in a deep voice, “Do you have to call your leader over?” 

Ji Feng himself was tall and had an extraordinary aura, and with this glare, he immediately revealed a 

kind of majesty, which made the security guard a bit confused for a while. 

“Humph!” 

Ji Feng did not give these security guards time to react, and gave a cold snort of displeasure before 

walking into the neighborhood with Han Zhong in stride, leaving only a few security guards watching 

their backs disappear into the darkness with suspicion. 

“It seems that the security guards in this district are not as strict as the taxi driver said!” After walking 

into the district, Han Zhong couldn’t help but say. 



“That’s not necessarily true!” 

Ji Feng shook his head slightly and said, “Because it’s dark now and the streetlights aren’t that bright, 

plus this villa area is so big that the security guards can’t remember every owner, so we were able to get 

in, but if you look at the suspicious demeanor of those few security guards, it shows that they are still 

very wary.” 

Han Zhong said, “No matter what, since we’re in now, let’s go straight to Villa 5!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Let’s go.” 

Han Zhong then wanted to take his phone out, “I downloaded the location map of this villa area from 

the internet into my phone, so I’ll see where villa number five is first.” 

Ji Feng stopped him, “No, I’ve memorized it, just follow me.” 

Han Zhong couldn’t help but be surprised, he couldn’t help but admire Ji Feng’s memory. 

It would be best if they could not use their mobile phones, and it would also save them the trouble of 

sending out light to avoid people finding out that the two of them were wandering around the villa area 

at night and would inevitably get suspicious. 

The two of them were surprised to find that there were quite a few people on the paths of the 

community, and from time to time they could come across people walking or walking their pets, who 

were obviously the owners of the community. 

This way, Ji Feng and the two of them were not so conspicuous, which made it convenient for them. 

So following the map from Ji Feng’s memory, the two of them soon arrived near villa number five in the 

neighbourhood, and as soon as they got close, Ji Feng immediately frowned. 

“Don’t go forward.” Ji Feng said. 

“What’s wrong?” Han Zhong asked warily, “Has someone found us?” 

“Not really, but look at the fence around the villa.” Ji Feng pointed to the waist-high fence around villa 

number five and said, “I paid special attention on our way here just now, the fences around the other 

villas are all wooden, but, the fence around this villa number five is iron.” 

Han Zhong asked, “What can this mean?” 

“It means that the owner of this villa number five is guarded!” Ji Feng said, “Look at those thicker iron 

pillars again, and the villa’s gate, there are cameras on there …… as soon as we get close, the people in 

the villa will definitely find out, besides haven’t you noticed, the more you get near this villa number 

five, the fewer pedestrians there are, look around here there are no people passing by.” 

Han Zhong asked suspiciously, “The owner of this villa doesn’t let anyone get close?” 

“That’s not known.” Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Perhaps, it’s because the owners in this 

community themselves know that the owner of Villa 5 is not to be messed with, so everyone won’t 

come this way to save trouble.” 



“Then what should we do?” Han Zhong asked. 

“Let’s go back first, then we’ll discuss what to do.” Ji Feng said. 

“Go back?” 

Han Zhong lowered his voice and said, “We’ve already come here, my father might be in here, and we’re 

just going back?” 

Ji Feng said, “What else can we do, it’s still hard to say whether uncle is inside or not, if he is inside then 

it’s fine, I will save him even if I break in, but if he is not, if we just rush over there, we will definitely 

alert the snake, and then uncle’s situation will be more dangerous instead.” 

“Also ……” Han Zhong nodded, although he was anxious in his heart, he did not lose his composure and 

naturally knew that what Ji Feng said was right. 

“Now let’s get the preparations done first, then rescuing uncle will be easy, listen to me, let’s go back 

first!” Ji Feng patted Han Zhong’s shoulder, “Be patient.” 

“That’s all we can do.” Han Zhong nodded his head and said. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, Han Zhong hadn’t lost his head yet, his kind of character made Ji Feng admire him, 

if it was Zhang Lei instead, it was hard to say what that guy would do. 

“Don’t worry, we’ll come back tomorrow night at the latest, by then we’ll all know exactly what’s fishy in 

this Villa 5!” 
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Under the dumbfounded gaze of that taxi driver, Ji Feng and Han Zhong returned to the car. 

“You guys really went in?” 

The driver asked in astonishment, “How did you guys get in?” 

Han Zhong didn’t have the heart to make small talk with him, he just waved his hand and said, “Drive, go 

back to where we got in the car just now.” 

The driver saw that Han Zhong’s face did not look too good, so naturally he would not be insensitive 

enough to continue asking questions, he nodded and started the car, heading for the hotel where Ji 

Feng and the three of them had checked in. 

However, all along the way, the driver was secretly muttering, “How on earth did these two young 

people get in? 

He had heard more than once that there were some good people who wanted to know what was fishy 

in this forest impression, so some people tried to get in, but in the end, they were either stopped by the 

security guards at the entrance, or they were found out somehow after they got in and were thrown out 

directly. 

Later on, someone said that there was a big brother from the road living here, so people didn’t dare to 

come. 



After all, even the most curious people would not dare to easily anger a big brother of the Dao. 

But Ji Feng and Han Zhong got in easily, which made the taxi driver curious, but Ji Feng and Han Zhong 

obviously had no intention of sharing their experience with him, so the driver could only secretly mutter 

in his heart. 

What the driver was thinking, Ji Feng and the two of them naturally did not know, but even if the driver 

did not say anything, they knew that this Forest Impression Villa area was definitely not simple. 

The security guards at the entrance of the community and the protective measures around the fifth villa 

alone could tell that there must be something wrong here. 

However, they couldn’t barge in because they didn’t know anything about what was going on inside, 

because the security measures around Villa 5 were very tight. 

Neither Ji Feng nor Han Zhong spoke again on the way, and it was only when they reached the hotel that 

Han Zhong asked with urgency, “Ji Feng, what should we do next?” 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment and said, “There are two ways now, first, is to call the police ……” 

“You can’t call the police!” 

Han Zhong smiled and immediately shook his head to reject this solution. 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “But, as of now, calling the police is still the most prudent way.” 

“No way!” 

Han Zhong refused very firmly, “Ji Feng, no matter what, you can’t call the police, otherwise, my dad 

would really be in danger.” 

Ji Feng nodded his head and pondered again. 

Han Zhong said in a deep voice, “Actually, it’s not that I’m timid, nor is it the so-called concern, you 

should understand that I don’t trust the ability of these police officers to do their job. There must not 

have been this kind of casino in this East Linn City for a day or two, even the taxi driver knows so well, if I 

say that the officials and the police don’t know anything at all, I don’t believe it even if I beat them to 

death.” 

“Well!” 

Ji Feng nodded, in fact, it had occurred to him that even though there were actually casinos in every city, 

there really weren’t many places that had casinos as famous as the one in East Linn City, apart from 

Macau and Vegas in Rice, there really weren’t many places where a random taxi driver even knew about 

it. 

One could imagine how chaotic this East Linn City was. 

“Since the police and officials must know about it, the casinos are right under their noses, and you also 

heard that taxi driver say that the amount of money spent on gambling each time is huge, a staggering 

amount, but why don’t those officials and the police care?” Han Zhong asked, then he didn’t wait for Ji 



Feng to answer before he said the answer himself, “To say that there’s nothing between the officials and 

the traffic jam is to take me for a fool!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, I’m afraid that this was the truth. 

Han Zhong added: “Let’s say again, even if the officials and the police really have nothing to do with 

these casino operators and they don’t take any benefits from them, then there are casinos with such a 

good reputation existing right under their noses, but they are indifferent, saying that they don’t act, 

that’s not wronging them, right?” 

“You are worried that after calling the police, those people who are holding uncle will move faster than 

the police and uncle might be in danger, is that right?” Ji Feng asked. 

“That’s right.” Han Zhong nodded his head very frankly, “That’s what I think. Therefore, we can’t call the 

police.” 

“Mm!” 

Ji Feng nodded, “In that case, then there is only a second method left.” 

Han Zhong immediately asked, “What method is it?” 

Ji Feng said, “Rely on ourselves and get Uncle out!” 

Han Zhong asked, “How can we save him?” 

Ji Feng mused, “There’s no rush now, we must first find out exactly where uncle is now, as long as we 

know where he is, then the rest will be fine.” 

Han Zhong frowned, “But how can we find out where my dad is? Do we have to contact that guy and ask 

him to take us me to my dad?” 

“There’s no rush.” Ji Feng waved his hand, “I’m going to explore Villa 5 this evening!” 

“This evening?” Han Zhong was stunned, “But we just came back from there, didn’t you tell us to come 

back then, did you find something then?” 

“There were too many people in the neighbourhood when we went, everyone was still awake, it wasn’t 

very convenient to move, so it’s much more convenient to go when it’s late at night, no matter what we 

do.” 

“So when are we going?” Han Zhong asked immediately. 

“It’s not us, I’m going alone.” Ji Feng laughed, “You just need to stay in the room and wait for my news.” 

Han Zhong immediately said anxiously, “How can you do it alone, I’ll at least have a caretaker if I go.” 

Ji Feng laughed, “I’m going to go straight over the fence of that community, how are you going to get 

there if you follow?” 

Han Zhong looked down at his body that looked like a tree stump: “……” 



Just kidding, when he went to the forest impression villa area before, Han Zhong also noticed the fence 

around that villa, although it wasn’t too high, but with his body shape, it was obviously a bit difficult to 

climb over the fence. 

“Before we came out of that neighborhood, you insisted on walking along the fence just to scout out 

where it would be easy to flip in from?” Han Zhong suddenly remembered that after they left from the 

vicinity of Villa 5, Ji Feng was the one who took him around that neighborhood and walked all the way 

down the roots of the fence, so the purpose was here! 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “It’s a deal, you stay, Bai Zhu also stay, if you encounter any problems you 

directly find Bai Zhu to help, remember to be a little more resourceful, this is someone’s territory, 

everything should be careful for the best, keep an extra eye out!” 

Hearing this Han Zhong couldn’t help but frown, “What, you think that gang might come against me?” 

“It’s not impossible.” Ji Feng said, “With the other party’s energy in this East Linn City, it’s not impossible 

that they might have already known about it as soon as we arrived in East Linn City.” 

“You’re making them sound too godly, aren’t you?” Han Zhong shook his head and smiled. 

“It’s just in case, not that they’ll definitely come, but if they do come and you’re unprepared, you’ll 

definitely be at a disadvantage when the time comes.” Ji Feng stood up, his gaze fell on Bai Zhu again 

and said, “Bai Zhu, Han Zhong’s safety is in your hands, be careful.” 

Bai Zhu nodded and said, “You should be careful too.” 

Bai Zhu did not want to stay behind in her heart, she was more worried about Ji Feng’s safety, but she 

also knew that Ji Feng would definitely not agree to leave Han Zhong alone in the hotel, so Bai Zhu could 

only nod her head and agree. 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, raised his hand to look at the time, then said, “I’ll go change my clothes and 

get ready.” 

…… 

When Ji Feng appeared near the Forest Impression Villa area again, it wasn’t too late and many homes 

in the area still had their lights on, so they obviously hadn’t gone to sleep yet. 

So, Ji Feng sat down behind a green tree by the roadside and waited quietly. 

What he lacked most was patience, especially when it came to making his move. In the training space of 

the intelligent brain, he had an extremely good score in sneaking around. 

Dressed in black, Ji Feng seemed to be non-existent in this darkness, even if the headlights of the 

vehicles passing back and forth shone past him, if one didn’t identify him carefully for a while, one 

wouldn’t even realise that there was a person sitting here! 

Finally, he waited until after midnight, many people in the villa area had already turned off their lights, 

only a few people still had lights coming out of their windows, but this was already irrelevant. 

Only at this time did Ji Feng stand up and start moving. 



The wall of the villa area could not be called an obstacle to him at all, he easily leapt over it and then 

followed the map from his memory and sneaked towards villa number five. 

Although the soundproofing of the villa seemed to be very good, Ji Feng’s hearing was better, especially 

at this late hour of the night, and he could hear some extremely subtle sounds. 

Cleverly avoiding some of the places where the light shone, Ji Feng just used a handful of dirt to cover 

one of the cameras placed on the iron fence, and then he easily entered inside the fence. 

The noise was immediately much clearer, as if there were several people laughing and talking, but the 

exact content of the conversation was still inaudible. 

Since he couldn’t hear them, Ji Feng gave up his intention of secretly eavesdropping on what they were 

saying, and instead leapt, stepping on the wall with his toes in order to lend a hand, and in the next 

moment, he climbed on the first floor window and hung his whole body on the wall very naturally. 

But Ji Feng did not rush in, but waited patiently for a few moments to make sure there was no one 

inside the window before he quietly pushed it, and it opened easily. 

The weather has already turned warm at this time, and windows like these that happen to be in the 

stairway are generally not closed, but will leave some slits for ventilation …… Don’t underestimate these 

details, very often, whether an operation can be successful or not, the surrounding environment and the 

judgment of the details will account for The environment and the judgement of details will play a big 

part in the success of an operation. 

The first time I heard the sound of footsteps, there were two people coming up the stairs, Ji Feng’s body 

sank violently and once again hung on the wall. 

“His grandmother, I lost 300,000 yesterday, I must get my money today …… Boss Wang, you won five 

hands in a row yesterday, you can’t be so lucky again today ……” 

When Ji Feng heard this, a cold light flashed in his eyes, “This is really a casino!” 
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“Damn, I lost 300,000 yesterday, I must get my money back today …… Boss Wang, you won five hands in 

a row yesterday, you can’t be so lucky again today ……” 

When Ji Feng heard this, he immediately had a cold light in his eyes, “This is really a casino!” 

There is no doubt that those two people just now must have been gambling here, this can be heard from 

their conversation, and they should also be regulars here. 

From this, it could be deduced that this casino, which was located in the villa area, had been open for 

some time. 

The two men who were talking soon went upstairs, and their voices gradually became inaudible, but Ji 

Feng did not rush to make a move. Instead, he waited for a while, and only after making sure that no 

one would pass by the window again in a short time, did he nimbly enter the villa through the window. 



Ji Feng’s landing point was the swinging connecting platform of the staircase, with the upper half of the 

staircase leading upstairs and the lower half into the ground floor hall. 

From where he was standing, he could faintly see the two men below the calf. These two men were 

walking back and forth in the hall, looking like they were making their rounds and pacing back and forth. 

Ji Feng’s face wore a bland and calm expression, without the slightest hint of panic. After standing in 

place and observing for a while, he found that there was no surveillance equipment in the vicinity, at 

least not near where he was standing, which made him feel slightly more at ease. 

In fact, if this was a casino, how could they have installed surveillance cameras inside, otherwise, if the 

police came to inspect it one day, the surveillance video would be solid evidence in the hands of the 

police, and even if they wanted to deny it, it would be impossible. 

The owner of this villa would not do such a stupid thing! 

Ji Feng guessed that even if there were really cameras installed inside the villa, they would only be in the 

rooms where the gambling was held, and they would not be installed elsewhere. 

Thinking of this, Ji Feng had an idea in his mind. 

He calmly and slowly walked upstairs and arrived at the first floor of the villa, and immediately saw 

several girls wearing uniform style clothes, walking past carrying plates, which contained wine and 

snacks, as well as some other food. 

This discovery made Ji Feng slightly startled, did it mean that this was not a casino, but some kind of 

wine party being held? 

He shook his head slightly and dismissed this guess of his, this was definitely a casino, there was no 

doubt about it, just from the conversation between those two people just now Ji Feng could be sure of 

this. 

As for why these girls were carrying wine and snacks, Ji Feng did not know for the time being, but he 

walked over calmly. 

At the same time, he had already observed the way back, so that once he found out that things were not 

right, he could retreat completely unhurriedly. 

Besides, even if he didn’t leave, the people here couldn’t do anything to him. Don’t look at those young 

men at the entrance of the villa who looked tough, but in front of Ji Feng, they were simply not enough 

to look at. 

As expected, when those girls saw Ji Feng, instead of being the least bit alarmed, they smiled sweetly 

and bent slightly towards Ji Feng. 

It suddenly dawned on Ji Feng that these girls should have taken themselves for people who came here 

to gamble. 

Ji Feng also nodded in response, then quickly took a large number of looks at the first floor, he found 

that the rooms on the first floor were arranged in a very distinctive way, there were at least seven or 

eight rooms up here, which was not often seen in ordinary villas, this was a bit too many rooms. 



Without moving, he went to the door of one of the rooms and quickly activated the bio-current on his 

eyes, and he could see the scene inside. 

Sure enough! 

Ji Feng secretly said that this room was used for gambling. 

Inside the room in front of Ji Feng, several people were sitting around a table, holding poker in their 

hands, and on the table in front of them, there were stacks and stacks of banknotes. 

In addition to that, there was a guy in a suit in the room, dealing the cards …… 

Ji Feng then turned his head to look at the other rooms and it was the same situation, except that the 

people inside were playing different tricks, some were playing poker, others were playing mahjong, and 

there were also dice players …… 

The actual fact is that this is a fully equipped small casino. 

  

It seems that the atmosphere in this East Linn City is really too bad. 

Ji Feng only skimmed through the few rooms, then he looked around and saw that there was another 

staircase at the end of the living room, so he slowly walked upstairs. 

The first floor was all for gambling, so Han Zhong’s father couldn’t be there, and even if he was being 

held, he must be held in solitary confinement somewhere, not in this gambling room anyway. 

However, as soon as Ji Feng reached the third floor, he saw two young men in suits standing at the 

stairway, and when they saw Ji Feng coming up, they reached out their hands at the same time. 

“This gentleman, above is the VIP room, please play on the first floor.” One young man said. 

“Get lost!” 

Ji Feng’s face sank and he glared up, “Are you new here? Don’t even know me?!” 

The two young men stalled at the same time and looked at each other, both a bit confused. 

“Are you ……,” one young man asked tentatively. 

“Get lost!” 

Ji Feng gave a low shout, pushed the arms of the two away and swaggered up the stairs, leaving the two 

young men staring at each other, but not daring to stop them. 

Those who could come here to play were all rich people, and some of them might even be of high 

status, so they did not dare to offend them easily. 

In fact, they did not notice that what Ji Feng said was not East Lingua. 

Leaving behind the two astonished guys, Ji Feng slowly walked past, at the same time, he had already 

activated the bio-current, his gaze directly through the door of the room, and saw the situation inside 

the room. 



There were only four rooms on the third floor, each of which was luxuriously furnished, and there were 

also people gambling inside, but Han Zhong’s father was still missing. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown, this villa was only three floors in total, but there was no Han Zhong’s 

father found on the second and third floors …… 

After a moment of contemplation, Ji Feng turned around and went downstairs. When he reached the 

entrance of the stairs, he gave those two young men a fierce glare and said in a deep voice: “Next time if 

you are so unobservant, see how I will clean you up!” 

“……” The two young men had a depressed look on their faces, but they didn’t dare to retort, they didn’t 

know what kind of status Ji Feng had, so they could only lower their heads and take the scolding, then 

watched Ji Feng go downstairs. 

Ji Feng went straight to the ground floor, but found that the ground floor was just the living room, there 

was no room at all …… 

“It’s not here.” 

Ji Feng secretly mused, Han Zhong’s father was obviously being held somewhere else, otherwise, he 

would have been able to find out, and now it seemed that the other party must have another nest. 

After that, Ji Feng walked out through the villa’s front door calmly, and the few young men standing 

guard at the entrance did not look any different after seeing him, apparently treating him as a gambler 

who had finished gambling and left. 

When he left villa number five, Ji Feng’s brow was immediately furrowed. 

Han Zhong’s father was actually not in this Villa 5! 

This was a bit of a problem. 

Because the only thing they had now was that there was something wrong with this Forest Impression 

Villa No. 5, but Ji Feng had only seen some gambling people here, but had not found Han Zhong’s father, 

and even, even the people in charge of the casino did not seem to be there, apart from those few 

beaters who were watching the venue, there were only those few girls left who were serving plates, and 

a few people who were dealing cards. 

Those few girls were obviously not in charge, they should be the waiters here, and those few people 

who were in charge of dealing cards, no one looked like a steward either. 

“It looks like we’re not going to get anything today.” Ji Feng shook his head, “If we want to save Han 

Zhong’s father, we can only find another way ……” 

“Or, to find someone to ask around again.” Ji Feng secretly deliberated. 

Ji Feng did not stay much longer in the villa area, after leaving villa number five, he immediately went 

out of the district and took a taxi back. 

As soon as he returned to the hotel, Han Zhong hurriedly greeted him and asked, “How was it?” 



Ji Feng shook his head, “Villa No. 5 is indeed a casino, but I didn’t find uncle inside, I reckon uncle should 

be somewhere else.” 

Han Zhong couldn’t hide the disappointment on his face, “Actually, I’ve already guessed that. Even if the 

casino people wanted to lock my father up, they certainly wouldn’t have just locked him up in the 

casino, otherwise if other gamblers knew about it, it would definitely affect their business, and if it were 

me, I would have done the same ……” 

Ji Feng patted his shoulder and said comfortingly, “Don’t worry, uncle will definitely be fine, if we don’t 

find it this time, we’ll just keep looking next.” 

Han Zhong nodded, “That’s all we can do.” 

He was very anxious in his heart, his father was being held by those guys and owed so much money, he 

definitely wouldn’t be treated much better and there was no telling how much suffering he would suffer 

…… these bastards! 

Han Zhong secretly gritted his teeth, after he got his father back, he would definitely not let these 

bastards off! 

“What do we do next?” Han Zhong asked again. 

“Continue to investigate Villa 5, I already sent a message to Wang Xin on the way here, asking her to 

investigate the identity of the owner of Villa 5, to see if there are any other properties under this 

person’s name, and of course, include information about his family.” Ji Feng said, “In addition, we will 

first look for the old client who has cooperation with Han’s group tomorrow.” 

“Find him?” 

Han Zhong was stunned, “Find him for what?” 

Ji Feng mused, “Through my probing this evening, and the information we had before, I found that those 

who gambled at Villa 5 were all rich people, and there were some bosses among them, so I guessed that 

the fact that uncle would go gambling was most likely related to the old client he visited.” 

 


